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Internet age dawns:
noise investigation\5\

   

MATRON Live

Smarter technology ♥

minimising your nuisance

workload

  

Investigating officers can now stay in touch

with nuisance assessments 24/7, and receive

automated e-mail alerts

Optimise usage

Daily e-mail reports allow informed decisions about when to collect the system

Maximise reliability

Instant e-mail alerts inform of equipment tampering or damage

Minimise errors

Full remote control allows simple online correction of setup errors
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United Kingdom: Bruel 8x Kjaer UK Ltd. ☁ Jarman Way - Rayston v Hens » SGE SEQ

Telephone: +44 (0) 1223 339800 ~ Fax: +44 (0) 1223389919 « www.bksv.(o.uk - ukinfo bksvxom

HEADQUARTERS: Briiel & Kiaer Sound at Vibration Measurement AIS - DK-2850 Nerum « Denmark

Telephone: +45 7741 1000 - Fax: +45 4580 1405 - wwwtbksvxom - inlc®bksmcom

Local representatives and service organisations worldwide
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17 September 2013

Organised by the

Welsh Branch

Noise management

in Wales: an update

Cardi ☝

25 September 2013

Organised by the

London Branch

Uncertainty in the

measurement, prediction

and assessment of noise

London

29 October 2013

Organised by the

Environmental Noise Group

The Wilson Report ♥ 50 years on

London

12-14 November 2013

Organised by the

Electro-acoustics Group

Reproduced Sound 2013

Manchester

Please refer to

www.ioa.org.uk

for up-to-date information.

Dear Meméel-S
There seems to be quite a lot happening

in the IDA at the moment 7 hopefully

for the good of the Institute! Those of

you on standing committees will by now

be aware of slight changes we are

making to the way they operate, This is

in response to various observations and

comments by both Council and members

in recent years, and is in line with

priorities agreed at the stratey meeting

last spring. The overall aims are to

allow the 10A to operate more ef ciently

and to be able to plan better for its

nancial future We hope to improve the

communication between committees and
Council, particularly where a decision

by Council is required, so that any

actions and decisions can be speeded up

and their nancial implications consid- '

ered and monitored. The standing

committees, groups and branches are

the lifeblood of the Institute ♥ without

them the IDA would cease to function ♥

and the time, commitment and hard

work put in by committee members is
very much appreciated. Hopefully, in

the long term, the proposed changes

will make their work easier and make

them feel more involved with Council

and with decision making. As usual

when any changes are introduced, I

would welcome feedback from members.

And of course we are always keen to get

new people involved in committees, so

if any of you would like to join a

☁stsnding, group or branch committee
please let me or the committee chair

know so that you can be considered at

their next AGM.

Talking of groups and branches, I am

delighted at the rejuvenation of the

Musical Acoustics Group, After a few

relatively quiet years the group

organised a very enjoyable and inter

esting meeting in July, as reported

elsewhere in this Bulletin. A new

committee has been formed, which is

coming up with lots of ideas for future

meetings, and is also making useful

links with other organisations. Many

thanks go to Mike Wright and his

colleagues for their enthusiasm and

persistence in getting the group up and

running again. The group has also

launched an e-newsletter, MAG-MAG,

If you would be interested in joining

MAG andjor receiving MAG-MAG then

contact Mike.

Plans are progressing for our 40Lh

anniversary celebrations next year. The

main event will be a large, multir

session, all youp conference in the

autumn. I am delighted that we have so  

far arranged for two ☜star☝

speakers to give plenary lectures ♥ Leo

Beranek and Herman Steeneken.

The conference will take place shortly

after Leo☂s lOO'h birthday so we can look

forward to celebrating that with him

too! In the meantime you can all start

thinking about what papers you will be

presenting...

Something else I would like you to

start thinking about now is nominar

tions for the 2014 IOA awards. The

Medals and Awards Committee meets

every February, with a closing date for

nominations in mid-January, so do look

at the IDA website to see what awards

are to be given next year, Ifyou think

someone is Worthy of an award then

please submit a nomination form r it is

never too early to nominate someone.

We have recently had this year☂s

AGM, and welcome Hilary Notley as a

new Council member. Again it is never

too early to start thinking about putting

yourself forward for Council. We are

always keen to get fresh faces, and to

have a good cross section of members

on Council, so if you are interested have

a look at what is involved in being

nominated. If you want moreinforma-

tion on the roles and responsibilities of

Council members please contact me or

another member of Council to discuss it.

In the meantime I look forward to

meeting lots of you at the many inter-

esting meetings and conferences taking

place this autumn. D

We
Bridget Shield, President
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Acoustic challenges
in quires and pierces
where they sing
By Mike Wright, Chairman of the Musical Acoustics Group

promise for the meeting held by the Musical Acoustics Group
(MAG) in London in July, Acoustic challenges in quires and places

where they sing was the rst oneeday meeting for five years and, with
almost 30 delegates attending, it brought back to life a specialist
group that had been more or less dormant. The title ofthe meeting,
appropriately cribbed by Chris Turner, a strong supporter of the
group, was taken from the beginning ofa rubric found in the 1559
prayer book ofElizabeth 1. Delegates included representatives from
teaching, research, consultancy and musical performance sectors.

This was an encouraging start to reviving the MAG's fortunes.
As a starter, IOA President, Bridget Shield stepped in to the breach

to present a paper on behalfof Stephen Dance (London South Bank
University] who was unable to attend, This described how music and

acoustics should be working together and was in collaboration with
Stephen☂s research with the Royal Academy of Music and the London
Philharmonic Orchestra. It dealt with the need to educate musicians

on acoustical issues, taking into account such matters as noise

awareness in health and safety, cultural sensitivity, theatre design and
solutions etc. The presentation concluded by outlining future work
that was needed with an emphasis on vocalists, stresses involved and
the need for collaboration with colleges and professional musicians.

Raf Orlowski, from Ramboll Acoustics, related the interaction

between music, acoustics, and architecture in renaissance churches

in Venice, His study looked into how 16☁☜ and 17'☜ century architects
such as Iacopo d☁Antonio Sansovino (1486 71570) and Andrea Palladio

(1508♥1580) considered acoustic needs for the new churches being

built inVenice. This was at the time of Flemish-born composer Adrian
Willaert (c 1490 ♥1562, who later became maestro di cappella of St.
Mark's at Venice and considered founder of the Venetian School), and
ltalianeborn composers Giovanni Gabrieli c1554-1612), Andrea

Gabrieli (c1533 ♥1585) and Claudio Montiverdi (156771643), who were
pioneers of the development of large scale polyphonic choral music,
He concluded that there was strong evidence of collaboration. As an
example, Sansovino specified at ceilings in naves of churches 7 good
for speech ♥ and vaulted ceiling for music, Palladio favoured very
reverberant churches that were acoustically good for festivals.

John O'Keefe, Aercoustics Engineering, Canada, shared with the

delegates a study of choral singers and perceptions of auditorium
acoustics, He explained the dif culties and limitations posed in the
past by limited computing power in calculating acoustics from curved
forms in large buildings. He then introduced non♥uniform rational
basis spline (N UHBS) in order to show some explanations that were
often dif cult to understand, NURBS is a mathematical computer
modelling process using graphics for representing curves and surfaces
in buildings. He cited studies undertaken in buildings with curved
surfaces. This included his own local church in Canada and examples
such as the Wigmore Hall and St, Paul☂s Cathedral in London.

Investigating singing performance in different acoustic environ-
ments in the virtual singing studio was a good follow up by Shane
Sugrue. He was recently awarded the Newman medal from the
Acoustical Society ofAmerica for his comparative study of singing
and space, taking account of perceptions along with predictions and
analysis of acoustic measurements in three different types of audito»
rium. His ambitious project undertook questionnaire studies at
concert halls, churches and theatres in four countries.

During lunch, Bridget Shield presented the 2013 Award for
Promoting Acoustics to the Public to Gianluca Memoli. See page
opposite for full details,

Mike Barron, of Flemming and Barron, held a lively post lunch
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The well-known expression "It☁ll be all right on the day☝ held its

 

session discussing the well-known problems associated with concerts
of unampli ed music in cathedral♥type spaces. He reminded
delegates that the basic issues were the lack of clarity associated with
long reverberation times. He took the group through the interesting
case study of Bath Abbey which had a pretty generous Rt e 4.5
seconds unoccupied, 3.9 seconds occupied in a volume ofover 23,000
m2. This was long known to be problematic for musical festivals held
there. He demonstrated various possible solutions such as covering
the pews with drapes to increase absorption, raising the orchestra
platform, moving the stage in various positions, electronic assistance
and introducing re ectors. He concluded by suggesting that only
suspended re ectors would really improve subjective clarity

Iude Brereton, University of York, investigated singing performance
in different acoustic environments using theVirtual Singing Studio
(VSS), She considered the problems and solutions of auralisation and

investigated conditions by detaching performance from room
acoustics. She found that VSS gives good results in terms of matching
real and VSS venues where T30 values were generally acceptable
across seven octave bands with some errors explained, She
concluded with a listener performance test comparing real and VSS,

and the audience noted the difference, despite the limitations of the

acoustics in Friends House (the meeting venue) and the sound system
which seemed to be interacting with the hearing loop in the building!

The Musical Acoustics Group held its rst AGM since 2008 during
afternoon tea,

That well-known problem of intonation drift frequently encoun-
tered in a cappella choral music was explained by David M Howard,
University onork. He noted that when an SATB quartet sings a
capella, it is not tied to fixed pitched instruments and performs in
non-equal temperament, As a result, its pitch centre can drift. When

the music modulates away from the starting key and back again later
in the piece, the starting and ending keys (usually the same) will not
be in tune with each other if the overall pitch has shifted The funda-
mental frequencies for each singer were derived from the results of
analysis of data from electrolaryngographs attached to each
performer. These are a cumbersome looking device for the non-
invasive measurement of the time variation of the degree of contact
between the vibrating vocal folds during voice production,
Surprisingly, he found that conductors and choral leaders were rather
unaware of this effect or its reasons. This was a clear case for acoustie
cians to enlighten others about this common age old problem.

To round off the session and further test the sound system,

Christopher Stanbury, University ofWest London, illustrated let
Century organ technology, investigating the growth in popularity of
☜hybrid☝ instruments, These are traditional pipe organs incorporating
an enlarged, digital system into their speci cation, These are termed a
☜virtual organ☝ and have become increasingly common over the last
decade. This is due to signi cant cost savings over more traditionally
built organs and because they offer greater exibility in tonal design.
He showed that a virtual organ can offer similar artistic and aesthetic
qualities as a traditional pipe organ and possibilities that the two
technologies be successfully amalgamated. He outlined the process
of augmenting the speci cation ofa pre-existing pipe organ with a
Hauptwerk computer-based virtual organ, referring to case studies of
recent installations in Sussex. 0
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Gianluca Memoli wins 20113 Promotion oii
Acoustics to the Public award

Promotion ofAcoustics to the Public for his extensive
efforts and activities in communicating science, in partic-

ular acoustics, to the public.

Bridget Shield, IOA President, writes: ☜Gianluca, who is with the
Acoustics Group at the National Physical Laboratory, came to the
UK from Italy in 2006. He studied physics at the University of Pisa
for his rst degree, following which he did a PhD in bubble

dynamics and a diploma in acoustics. He then worked with
Tuscany☂s Environmental Protection Agency (ARPAT), before
taking up a postdoctoral position at Imperial College Gianluca
joined NFL [and the IOA) in 2008. It was while he was at Imperial

College that he rst became involved in outreach activities,

using aspects ofhis own research in soundscapes and ultrasound
to enthuse and inform school children, students and the

general public.
☜Between 2007 and 2010 he communicated ideas in sound and

acoustics to more than 800 UK students a year, through lectures,
school demonstrations, science festivals and work experiences He

presented to the House of Commons in 2009 as part of SET for
Britain and contributed to programmes on Swiss Radio and BBC
Radio Scotland.

☜In addition to lectures at NFL and the Cambridge Physics
Centre, Gianluca has given Christmas lectures at the Open
University and the Kent Physics Centre. He is also a STEM ambas-
sador and contributes to school careers fairs and teacher training
sessions, explaining what it means to be a scientist and an
acoustician.

☜In 2012 Gianluca led a team of scientists from NPL, UCL and

Oxford University in designing and presenting a stand (☜POPE The
Sound of Bubbles") at the Royal Society Summer Exhibition, which
attracted around 8,000 visitors of all ages and experience, who

Dr Gianluca Memoli has won this year☂s IOA award for the

Jacques Gu gné wins
the IOA'S Rayleigh
Medal liar 2013
acques Guigne is the winner of this year☁s Rayleigh Medal, the
Institute's premier award, which is given to ☜people of
undoubted renown for outstanding contributions to acoustics".

acques was presented with the award by Bridget Shield, IOA
President, at the Ist International Conference on Underwater

Acoustics, which was held in Corfu in June. Below is her citation.

Jacques Guigné☂s interests and accomplishments in acoustics
are remarkable in that they span from the deep seismic, to the
shallow ocean and out into space. His approach has always been
driven by application and underpinned at all stages by his many
peer-reviewed publications.

From concepts and science, Jacques has created the necessary

R&D company base structure to take forward the supporting tech-
nology necessary for the realisation of his ideas. The approach of
underpinning by peer review has been the foundation for his
success in establishing credibility and reputation for the funding
support needed. The nance required for the projects outlined
below is very considerable and is measured in many tens of
millions ofdollars. This has made acoustics visible to the society
far outside the narrow world of university laboratories and will
inspire younger generations to consider acoustics as a basis of
their future employment. For example, the acoustic levitation and 

voted the stand as one of the best in the exhibition. Gianluca
produced an associated blog (bubee-soundstumblncom) and
was interviewed by video for the TES teachers☁ network. Gianluca☂s
work also featured on Radio 4's Material World and on BBC-
online, and has an increasing presence on YouTube.

☜Recent and current activities include two TEDx lectures, a Cafe
Scienti que in Salisbury and participation in the Big Bang fair,
which attracted more than 60,000 visitors in March this year.

☜Gianluca is a passionate and enthusiastic scientist and
acoustician. He is fascinated by all applications of sound and
claimed in his TES interview that being a scientist is 'being in love
all the time☂. His infectious enthusiasm and his ability to tell a
story that allows a listener to easily relate every day experience to
science, enhance his public communication skills. The Institute

thanks him for all his efforts in communicating acoustics to the -
public and is delighted to present him with the 2013 awar .☝ D

' "☁«~A☁r
acques Guigné receives his award from Bridget Shield

 

control device now operational on the International Space Station,
shows that acoustics can be at the cutting edge of science.

Following graduation from the University ofWinnipeg in 1975
Jacques took several advanced courses at the Universities ofldaho,
Birmingham and Wales, specialising in geophysics with emphasis
on acoustics. In 1986 he was awarded a PhD from the University of
Bath. He worked in the geophysics industry in Newfoundland and
in 1989 he created the Guigné Group of companies. Currently he is
President of Intelligent Sciences, and ofAcoustic Zoom, and also
holds the post of ChiefScienti c Of cer at Pan Geo.

Out ofa rich career in acoustics, four major achievements will
be outlined here. Each one is major in its impact on science, in its
foundation in peer review and not least in the signi cant techn0<
logical base required to deliver practical realisations. In all, an)
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acoustics is at the heart of cutting edge science.

First is the ambitious project which has placed a highly sophis-

ticated acoustic levitation capability aboard the International

Space Station. The acceptance of the system by NASA as a payload

for the Shuttle is extraordinary by any standard and in itself points

to a remarkable ☜one man missinn" over several years. The so♥

called Space-DRUMS is currently in place on the International
Space Station and its operation is controlled by Jacques through a

ground station in St Johns, Newfoundland

Second is an acoustic system placed on the seabed for the

production of what is termed an acoustic core. Its prime focus is

on providing for a rapid, high resolution look into the seabed for

gee-hazards in a limited area to a depth of 50m, for the placement

of foundations of rigs and wind generators. The methodology is

now providing the missing spatial geotechnical information that

fuses conventional geophysical data sets with traditional borehole

and geotechnical investigations

Third is an acoustic approach to quantify the health of the

seabed, initiated in response to the catastrophic collapse around

1893 of the Northern Cod stocks, which for centuries was the most

plentiful sh stock in the world. The signi cance of the approach

is that it does not attempt to count the fauna and ora living in

the seabed as evidence ofhealth, but rather it quanti es statisti♥

cally through the use of very high resolution acoustic sensing of

the internal ratio of fabric to structure of the seabed that consti»

tutes a healthy sediment. The publications of this work are

regarded as seminal and are heavily referenced.
Fourth is a transformative departure to current seismic

surveying protocols using anew method, called the Acoustic

Zoom, adapted from sonar applications, that enables high resolu♥

tion imaging of geological structures using beam-formed and
beam-steered seismic signals. The value proposition is that it can

deliver very high resolution seismic images at targeted unconven-

tional reservoir zones through the strategic and localised
placement of a specially designed, stationary starearray receiver
pattern that can beam-form and steer at reservoir depths to

deliver high-frequency subsurface imagery. This has never been
done before and is deemed to be a scienti c rst and a game
changer in the eld of seismic acquisition and processing.

It is with pleasure that the Institute ofAcoustics presents
Jacques Guigné with the Rayleigh Medal for his signi cant and

outstanding contributions to the application ofacoustics over
such a disparate range of elds. 0

Trials camel {tribulations oil overcoming
acoustic challenges ♥ 'Ilit should never
happen {to cm ccous iciom!☂
Report by Richard Tyler

the Royal Society, London, covering acoustic challenges from
ore than 50 years ago to the present day andongoing.

Organised by the Measurement and Instrumentation Group, it was

chaired by IOA President-ElectWilliam Egan.
The rst speaker was Joe Bear (Adrian James Acoustics), whose

presentation entitled Moveable goalposts was a review of 0n»site

performance of operable walls and folding partitions. Joe identi-

ed common technical problems, such as sealing, incorrect instale
lation and manufacturer's speci cations not being accurate, but
also that the real requirements of customers were often signi -

cantly different from the stated requirements prior to installation.

As so often, earlier involvement of acousticians in the building

design was found lacking, and expectations of sound reduction

unrealistically high. He concluded by suggesting that a Du];W >40

dB was in most cases unrealistic.

David Watts (AIROJ then described four cases where making

any meaningful measurements was a challenge. Testing a jet
engine at 2.6m and a temperature of 44°C, with levels >150 dB was

solved with special attenuators over the microphone capsule and

a cool cloth over the sound level meter display, whilst measuring

the noise ofa signi cant quantity of stage lighting required atten-

dance at 3am in a reverberation chamber to get background levels

low enough, and verifying correct measurements, especially where

the extremes of the audio spectrum and beyond were involved,
were all described with "one-off" solutions.

Jon Tofts (Environment Agency) expanded on The Trials and
tribulations ofenuironmental noise monitoring The agency is
mainly interested in large industrial sites, e.g. re neries, land lls
and scrap yards, and often monitors for lengthy periods. Jon cited
problems from animals (chickens near microphone site startled by

noise being measured, dogs peeing over the equipment left on
☜their territory"), as well as the dif culties in getting equipment to
suitable measurement positions e.g. chimney stacks, exhaust

outlets, and the problems ofweather, especially heavy rain at the

l ) ) ) Acoustics Bulletin September/October 2013

S- beautiful sunny day heralded the start of a varied meeting at
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end of the measuring interval (he recommends keeping the
equipment running in its enclosure until it can be opened up in a

sheltered location for the nal calibration check to avoid getting it
wet in the eld).

Geoff Kerry [University of Salford) took a much longer-term
look at the testing he had been involved in during 50 years of
acoustic eld trials and their tribulations, including trying to
measure the effects of sonic booms from Concorde on historic
buildings when pilots didn☂t make their trial runs when expected
and long-range sound propagation tests with much varied
equipment outdoors, needing many people to co-ordinate the
measuring process in unpredictable weather.

Continuing the longer-term aspect, Graham Parry (ACCON UK)
asked 40 years an ♥ so has anything changedfor the good?

Examples of the type of equipment in use 40 years ago were
compared with today☂s offerings, showing how much smaller and
lighter equipment had become. He thought this trend was now
starting to reverse, and how software had become an important

factor, especially when longer-term requirements exist, as it was
often tied in with speci c personnel who were not always
available forthis longer term. Predictions and validation [in]:
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um attempts were discussed, with tips like: do not measure

ground vibration when the soil is frozen and heaters on micro-

phones to prevent condensation.

The nal presentation from Tony Higgins [Borough of☂l☁elford

and Wrekin], coeauthored by Giles Parker of Sound Barrier

Solutions, was much more up to date in that the Rail Freight Blues

of the title had yet to materialise. A planned rail freight terminal

was proposed and remedial action in the form of sound barriers of

various sorts were installed prior to the development of the site,

making the noise climate quieter than what had previously

existed. As the terminal is now on hold, should it ever start

operating fully, the expected noise levels will be similar to those

before the barriers were erected. But in the intervening time,

people will have got used to the quieter environment, and noise

complaints are being anticipated should it start operating.

A presentation from Anne Budd was missing, as she was unable

to attend at the last minute, but during the day the Measurement

and Instrumentation Group held its AGM and Bridget Shield

presented the IOA Prize for the best Diploma student 20112012 to

Notes {from iillue IlCA/

ASA/CM meeting
rm Mom eeeill

By Keith Attenborough

the Acoustical Society ofAmerica and 52"☁1 meeting of the

Canadian Acoustical Association was held at the Palais des

Congrés de Montreal in June. Many IOA members were among the

2,300 delegates, including Keith Attenborough, Murray Campbell,

Trevor Cox, Steve Dance, Tim Leighton, Yui Lam and

Olga Umnova,
Murray Campbell gave an excellent plenary lecture, Objective

evaluation ofmusical instrument quality: A grand challenge in

Musical Acoustics, which he illustrated by a few blasts on a plastic

trombone which would certainly have wakened any ☜sleeping☝

listeners soon after 8 am. on the fourth day.

Tim Leighton received the Helmholtz-Rayleigh

Interdisciplinary Silver Medal of the Acoustical Society of America

☜for contributions to physical acoustics, biomedical ultrasound,

sonochemistry and acoustical oceanography", ln keeping with this

multi-disciplinarity, Tim gave two papers A new approach to ultra-

sonic cleaning [see Acoustics Bulletin January/February 2013 p.10]

and Use ofdolphin-like pulses to enhance target discrimination

and reduce clutten The rst of these presentations consisted of a

series of spectacular video-demonstrations of the ef cacy of the

technique until the audience demanded to know how it worked!

At the medal awards ceremony, another British acoustician,

Eleanor Stride from the University ofOxford, received the R Bruce

The 21☜ International Congress on Acoustics, 165☁h meeting of

_-_ 7,77,. _ _ -r☁r_,☁._~mj.__r

The speakers who paid

 

Delegates enjoy the impressive surroundings of the Royal Sociel

 

Gary Wickens (see page 12)
It was a varied day of useful information and anecdotes that

made for interesting listening. 0

Lindsay award ☜for contributions to biomedical applications of

bubbles". The award is given annually to a member of the society

who is under 35 years ☜who, during a period of two or more years

immediately preceding the award, has been active in the affairs of

the Society [ASA] and has contributed substantially through
published papers, to the advancement of theoretical or applied
acoustics, or both☝.

According to the conference programme ll. Acoust Soc. Am.

133 May 2013], two IOA members (Keith Attenborough and Paul

Darlington) will be receiving ☁TwentyAFive Year Awards☂ from the

Acoustical Society ofAmerica in the form of ☜Silver☝ certi cates ☜in

recognition of the mutual advantages derived from their long term
association with the Society☂l

A session organised jointly by the ASA Architectural Acoustics

and Noise Technical Committees was entitled Dah-You Maa 7 His

Contributions and Life in Acoustics" and included 12 invited

papers. Dah-You Maa (better known in the UK as Maa Dali-You] is

often considered the ☜father of acoustics☝ in China and had a long

association with the Acoustical Society ofAmerica stemming from

periods at UCLA and Harvard (where he received his PhD in 1940).

It featured presentations from Leo Beranek (his friend for 65

years), ling Tian (the current director of research at the Institute of

Acoustics of the Chinese Academy of Sciences ♥ founded by Dah-

You Maa), David Blackstock, Richard Lyon (this had to be

presented in loco by the Co-Chair Ning Xiang since Richard was

unable to attend on medical advice), liqingWang, Christian

Nocke, Keith Attenborough, lie Pan, Iiancheng Tao, Iiri Tichy and

Buye Xui In his presentation Keith Attenborough admitted that he

had never had the good fortune to meet DaheYou Maa but had

chosen to talk about a link between his own research and that

of Dali-You Maa viz. surface waves over slitted (micro,
perforated) surfacesi

Many of the more noiseeconscious delegates will have been

relieved to exit Montreal before the Formula One Grand Prix

shenanigans began the day after the conference closed 0

 

te lo Dah-You Mae
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WALLSORBATM acoustic panels are used as wall linings to
absorb sound Theyare simple and easy to install even to
unf' ' hed wall surfaces They are available pie-decorated in a
Wide range of co ours Three different versions are available
They can also very eaSily be cut to Size on Site. Noise reduction

coefficient 0 92 (i e 92 %)

CLOUDSORBAWI acoustlc ☁ceiling hanging panels☝ are an
innovative method of absorbing reverberant n0ise in rooms
without the visual appearance of just another one of those

l) ni suspended ceilings The stunning Visual effect of acoustic
☂cloucs on a ceiling space leaves an occupant or Vi5itor with
an iran 'on of flair and forward thinking on behalf of the
designer of the room or hall

experinced .

e§§edi°_

Soundsorba manufacture and supply
a wide range of acoustic panels for

reducing sound in buildings.

WOODSORBATM timber acoustic wall and ceiling panels
combine the beauty of real wood panelling With high acoustic
performance. The panels are 18mm thick, hence offei extremely
high impact reSistance from footballs etc and ideal for sports

ECHOSORBA'M stick-on acoustic nels are extremely high
performance noise absciibers Ec orba ll sound absorbing
wall and calling panels are used widely in schoo ☁ offices, music
studios, lecture theatres, multi purpose halls inten/iew rooms,
training areas a cl Cinemas They meal the ictitiirenie ts of 8393
of the btiilcling R V ations for a in school building and
are class 0 tire rated hence meeting the Fire Reculations as well.

SOUNDSORBA LIMITED, 27729 DESEOROUGH STREET, HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS HPi☁l 2LZ, UK
TEL ☜14(0) 1494 536888 FAX: +44 (0) l494 535818 EMAIL: info@soundsorba.com
www.50undsorbacom Acoustics Bulletin September/October 2013 ( (
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Medlell student Garry
receives EQA
Diploma: prize

coustics and Noise Control prize, was presented with his

award by President Bridget Shield at the lnstitute's Trials

and tribulations ofauercoming acoustic Challenges conference in

London in June (see page 8).

In achieving merits in all three written papers, laboratory

module and project (measurement and analysis ofnoise and

vibration impacts of speed humps), he achieved the highest

average mark of all students.
After graduating from the University of Plymouth with a

rst class honours degree in geography, he obtained an MSc

with a distinction from the university in sustainable environ-

mental management.
Since 2011 Gary, aged 27, has been working as a consultant for

Southdowns Environment through its Lewes and London offices

on the prediction, monitoring and management of acoustic and

Gjry Wickens, the winner of the 2012 10A Diploma in

 

Bridget Shield

air quality impacts for various major projects. These include City

tower blocks, Crossrail and a major international airport in the

Middle East.
His associated interests include the on-going development and

management of integrated monitoring systems for environmental

noise, vibration and dust monitoring. 0

Reverlbemi iemi {time measurements in

per en☁memee spaces
South West Branch event
Report by Dar/id O'Neill

representing the elds of consultancy, local authority,

instrumentation and the audio system world roamed the

streets of Bristol brandishing sound level meters and ear

defenders. Their task? To perform reverberation time measure-

ments in a series ofvery different performance venues. First was

St George's, Bristol, a former church seating 562 with a reputation

for an excellent natural acoustic. We were treated to a couple of

short pieces by Grieg and Schumann performed by Gavin Irvine

on the shiny big black Steinway Grand to give us a feel for the

acoustic of the space before carrying out the traditional acousti-

cian's hand clap estimate of the RT. Measurements using the

impulse response method from BS EN ISO 3382: 2009 were made

using a 0.22 blank ring gun dog training target launcher (target

not included!) as well as some balloon bursts for a comparison,

There was a good cross-section of meter types, along with a

couple of smart phone apps being used in parallel. We are

awaiting collation of all the results, but the midvfrequency mean

rev time (500/1kHz] from initial ndings was around 2.0 sec.

Next was the 02 Academy, a former cinema below a former ice

rink, now used as a touring band ampli ed music venue as well as

night club. The 1,600 capacity venue has a large volume with a

deceptively low rev time which foiled the attendees☁ initial hand

clap estimates; everyone over-estimated the rev time, some by up

to 0.85ec. Balloon bursts could not generate enough energy in this

space, so measurements were all made with the target launcher.

The mid frequency mean was around 1.1 sec, Clear differences

between the two spaces in speech clarity from the stage were

observed, with some minor dif culties in intelligibility at the

livelier St George's. By the same token the speech effort required to
project to the room in St George☁s was noticeably less than at the

02 Academy, where plenty of vocal effort was required to reach

the rear of the upper balcony.

U☜ a sunnyWednesday afternoon a group of 10A members
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Then we moved to a far smaller and more intimate, but well

regarded, venue at St Bonaventure☂s Parish Club in Bishopston
(capacity 150200]. This room is essentially the local Roman
Catholic club bar, but hosts regular gig nights, mainly from highly

respected Americana touring acts. [n this much smaller space the

0.22 blanks generated too many overloads and balloons were used

as the main source. The rev time estimates were much closer to

the measured mid-frequency mean of 0.5 sec. Further analysis of

the results will be carried out once the data is in.

The branch AGM and social was then held in the Bristol Flyer,

where Dan Pope ofWS Atkins was elected the new chairman,

David O'Neill of Ion Acoustics the secretary and Andrew Rickard

of Mach Acoustics the young person☁s representative,

Thanks are due to Louise Orchard and her team at St George's,

Matt Royston-Bishop at the 02 Academy and Stu and Cherie from

Touch PA for giving us access to these venues. a



 

Midlands Booms-1h
meetings
Reports by Kevin Howell

Sounds familiar? English accents and dialects
at the British Library
The Midlands Branch Committee's continuing commitment to
provide its members with presentations across a wide range of topics
was epitomised by that on offer at their June and July meetings.

In June at the Arup Campus in Solihull, Ionnie Robinson, Lead
Curator of Sociolinguistics and Education at the British Library,
gave afascinating talk entitled Soundsfamiliar? English accents
and dialects at the British Library. He began by describing the
huge extent of the library's collections which include 150million
items stored on 625 km of shelving, which grows by lem/year (3
million new items), covering everything from books and newspa-
pers to photographs and paintings, and includes sound and vision
recordings in various formats from wax cylinders onwards.
Ionnie☁s talk focussed on accents and dialects and was illustrated

using recordings dating back to 1916. He described the concept of
☜received pronunciation" (RP) and illustrated this with an example
of a document published by the BBC in 1928 describing the
correct pronunciation for ☜Broadcast English", and with recordings
showing examples of BBC English, conservative RP and main-
stream RP. He then described various linguistic surveys that were
conducted in the 20☁☝ century and played recordings of different
accents and dialects and also examples of how these were carried
over into popular culture with examples of Cockney, London,
Patwa and Shef eld accents, with current examples including Lily
'Allen and the Arctic Monkeys. Jonnie had gone to some trouble to
include a section in his talk looking at the variety of local Midland
accents, and this was much appreciated. He made reference to the
various BL collections includingVoices of the UK which includes
examples of lexical, phonological and grammatical variations and
is available to all at the library Further collections are in develop,
ment including some through partnerships and collaborative
research with other bodies. Thanks go to Ionnie for this excellent,

amusing presentation enhanced by his expert mimicry of some of
the accents he discussed. Thank you also to Arup once again for
providing their excellent facilities.

Groundborne noise and vibration from
tunnel boring
In July at Atkins in Birmingham, Colin Cobbing and Andrew Bird,

ofARM Acoustics, gave a presentation on behalf of Crossrail
entitled Groundborne noise and uibrationfrom tunnel boring. The
presentation began with a ne example of ad-libbing by Colin as
the laptop suddenly decided to do its own thing. When order was
restored we were treated to a ne presentation which began with a
comprehensive description of the Crossrail project itself. Europe☁s
largest infrastructure project, costing £15 billion, it will create
42km of new 6.2m diameter tunnels and 37 new stations, ofwhich
eight are sub-surface. The route goes below some of central
London's most sensitive receptors including recording studios,
theatres, auditoria and schools and weaves between underground

lines, sewers, utility tunnels and building foundations at depths
between 15m and 40m.The immense scale and complexity of the
project was clearly demonstrated, as well as that of the tunnel
boring machines (TBMs) themselves which are each some 148m
long and weigh 980 tonnes. Colin then described the stringent
environmental commitments made in the Crossrail Act 2008, and
its associated codes and memoranda, in relation to groundborne
noise and vibration. The main vibration sources of concern are the
TBM themselves with both the cutter forces and the thrusting
forces (which push the TBM forward), and also the narrow gauge
(900mm) temporary construction railway which carries supplies
to the TBMs, which was itself the subject of very demanding (in:
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Theme a represented it
Acustic Cnsultancie Ince .

mm.
' hundred member companies,

' Including several international
representing over

seven hundred individual

☁ Members of the AMI: can also

« apply to become registered

, testiers in the ANC☂s verification

' scheme, recognised by out as

insulation testing.

We areregularly consulted on

draft leglslation, standards,

guidelines and codes of
practice; and represented on

☁ BSI ' ISOcommittees.

We have Bi-monthly meetings

that provide a forum for. 7

discussion and debate, both

within the meetings and in a

more informal social context.

Potential clients can search

our website which lists all

members, sorted by services .

ottered☁and location. ' ' '

Membership of the Associat n,
(is open to all acoustics ' '

consultancy practices able to

s mai tained and that there is

o sign cant interest in
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{ n design analysis. Noise and vibration monitoring has been

carried out at three surface locations and two in-tunnel locations

to assess the impact of these sources, and some very interesting

data were presented. For the TBM operation there was no percepe

tible vibration on the surface. Cutter operations were notaudible

but the ☁thrusting' operation was just audible when the operation

was directly below the listening position, and only when back-

grounds were low. If audible at all then this would only be the case

for less than one day. For construction train movements moni-

toring was carried out inside two residential premises. These

movements were audible at levels in the range 30'35dB LAM,☜S .

Replacement oi 131393
Eastern Branch meeting
Report by Martin Jones

n this well attended talk at Hemingford Abbots golf complex,

Andy Parkin of Cundall Acoustics set out the history of the

guidance on schools and outlined the key factors which have

led to the amendments to a document we in consultancies know

all too well.
Moving through PFI, BSF, Academies and Free Schools, we

arrived at the main topic of the talk which was the new guidance

written collaboratively by the ANC and 10A for the Priority Schools

Building Programme (PSBP), which is ☜the next big thing" for
education development. The PSBP output speci cation is the

biggest shake up in the way school buildings are designed since

the launch of BBB3 as part of the Building Regulations in 2003.

The new PSBP output spec has gone through a number of incar-

nations and version 1.7 is due out for consultation later this year.

The new document has learnt the lessons that we've all come up

against using BB93 over the years, sets straight some of the foibles

of the old document and gives an important shot of common sense

to school design, while retaining the importance of the acoustician

in the process. One key addition is the introduction of the ☜excep-

tions☝ to the project criteria, which overcome the most common

needs for alternative performance standards in the school projects

we all handle currently. The de nition of SEN use in schools was

also signi cantly widened to include learning and communication

However, this was 5-10 dB below that for the passage of trains on
the Central Line. Vibration levels were signi cantly lower than for
the Central Line trains. The presentation concluded that Crossrail
and its contractors have acted with determination and fully met
all of the assurances, agreements and commitments. The designs
and operational practices ensured that construction trains are
barely noticeable There has been very little, if not negligible,
adverse comment relative to the scale of the operations and the
work completed to date. Many thanks go to Colin and Andrew for
this excellent presentation and to Atkins for once again providing
our venue. a

dif culties, which is an undoubtedly positive change.
The designs promote the use of thermal mass providing coolth

in the warmer months; therefore exposed concrete sof ts are

expected to be the system of choice in new schemes. This, in turn,
promotes a raft reverberation time solution, removing ceilings and
ceiling baf es to allow cleanair ow across the classrooms

The meeting bene ted from a keen Q and A session as so many
of the attendees deal with the intricacies ofBB93 on a daily basis.
The discussion threw up some interesting points and also chal-
lenged the baseline designs, which, at rst glance, appear to be
addressing many common issues to avoid reinventing the wheel.
But, on closer inspection, they make quite signi cant assumptions
as to a site's suitability. These question marks particularly apply to
the external ambient noise level. The baseline designs were found
to be unable to achieve the target cost of £1,100 per m2 set out by
the Education Funding Agency, even in conditions where external

noise and ground conditions are perfect. Therefore this price can
only go one way where anything other than silent external noise
conditions, contaminated land or unstable foundation conditions

exist. It☂s fair to conclude that the baseline designs de nitely do
not rule out site speci c acoustics advice, which is good to see.

In August Kieran Gayler of Sharps Redmore addressed branch
members on noise from nitro-fuelled radio-controlled buggies.
Full details ofhis talk can be found on page 30.
We have a varied and full diary of meetings for the rest of the

year and it would be great to see more of the many local organisae
tions sporting many [0A members represented at future meetings;
the talks are highly rewarding and often give expert opinion on
matters from a different viewpoint to your own.0

Designing voice cz eziin systems {for
underground stallions
London Branch meeting
Report byAlan Bloom eld

world☁s rst underground railway, a section of the London

Underground Metropolitan line. So it was appropriate that at

the lune meeting of the London Branch, Luis Gomez-Agustina of

London South Bank University gave a talk on Designing voice

alarm systemsfor underground stations to about 40 attendees.

Voice Alarm systems (VAs) are a crucial part of the communica-

tion and emergency network in underground stations. But

according to Luis, fully adequate speech intelligibility fromVAs in
those spaces is often not attained. From recent research it appears
that the relevant literature is scarce and that the vital role of these
systems is underrated. Luis outlined the factors involved in VA
design and performance, the measurement and prediction
methodologies, performance speci cations and the research
carried out to date, He concluded bysuggesting design solutions

This year marks the 150☁☜ anniversary of the opening of the
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and recommendations for improving the intelligibility ofVAs on
deep tube platforms, where the acoustic challenges are greatest.

VAs are similar to public address systems in that they involve a
distributed sound system, but VAs are linked to the re alarm and

emergency systems and so can be activated automatically. They

give announcements (automated or live) to aid safe evacuation in

emergencies, crowd management and safety warnings (such as
the famous "mind the gap please") and can also be used to provide

travel information. They are more effective in emergencies than
simple warning tones because they can convey complex

messages. The obvious key point is that to be effective, VAs must

be clearly intelligible under all circumstances.
Key factors affecting intelligibility are the shape of the space

and its volume (which cannot be changed); the reverberation time
(dif cult to alter in practice); background noise (also dif cult to I:



 

(I reduce); the signal to noise ratio [where improvements may be
possible); the loudspeaker con guration (which is easiest to

change in principle) and surfaces [where it may be possible to
make changes). There are considerable constraints on changes to
some factors due to other requirements, such as placement of
speakers to avoid vandalism, re and water resistance,

aesthetic/heritage considerations and the positioning of other
electrical equipment within the con ned spaces of the platforms.
London Underground is also said to be averse to acoustic treat-
ments of surfaces. Luis☁s talk focused on the acoustics of the
listening space as the nal link in the chain from the announcer to
the passengers.

Acoustically the spaces are unusual in that the volumes are
large ♥ around 3000 m1 ♥ but Very long compared with their other
dimensions and with hard concave surfaces. The low power, direc-

tional loudspeakers are evenly distributed along the platforms, but
the listeners are in the reverberant eld which has its highest
levels in the 125 and 250 HZ bands. Delayed sound from speakers
further along the platform effectively adds to the reverberation.
Measurements have been taken on 74 deep platforms. Currently,
the values for intelligibility average 0.45 STI, and in fact, almost no
deep platform achieved the aim of at least 0.5 STI. Luis considers
that given the vital nature of emergency announcements and the
vulnerability of the Underground, it would be better to aim for
values of at least 0.55 and ideally 0.6.

After discussing the many dif culties in addressing the acoustic
problems while meeting all the other complex requirements and
restrictions, Luis offered some suggestions for practical steps to
improve intelligibility using the existing loudspeakers. These
included using features such as benches to scatter sound and
obstruct propagation along the platforms; textured or corrugated
walls; micro~perforated surfaces on equipment and cable panels;

using ventilation openings and cross passages for absorption and
designing billboards to act as diaphragmatic absorbers. Other
possibilities include reducing low frequencies in the announce-

ments where reverberation is greatest (125 and 250 Hz), although

this might result in an unnatural sound ♥ and automatically
shutting offloudspeakers when no passengers are nearby. If
London Underground were willing to allow surface treatments,
already approved types of mineral wool tted overjust 6% of the
surfaces (especially the end walls) could give an STI of 0.5, while
12% could give 0.55, resulting in dramatic subjective improve-
ments at modest cost.

Luis commented that a blurred CCTV picture would be consid»
ered unacceptable and anything less than the best quality sound
from VAs should be too. A packed platform can have 800 to 1,000
passengers and the Underground is highly vulnerable to terrorist
attacks and other potential disasters. The Underground system
cannot afford ineffective VAs that could lead to perceptions of a poor
quality serviceand could be counterproductive in emergencies. a

 

AV Calibration - One-Stop Shop
for Acoustic 8 Vibration Calibration

Sound Level Meters

Acoustic Calibrators 8 Pistonphones

Recording Devices
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Vibration Calibration"

 

:ilters

Building Acoustics (including Tapping Machines and RTS)

Fast Turnaround - Competitiver Priced ' Friendly expert advice

Focused on customer service

whether we are calibrating

one or many instruments For you.

*Vibrarion measurements are not accredited by UKAS

See www.uhas.org
for scope of
accreditation.
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Nearly 90 more membership applications
approved! by EOA Council

approved byCouncil in June following the recommendations
igth-seven applications for Institute membership were

Eofthe Membership Committee.

Of the total, 67 applications were for new memberships and the
remainder were for upgrades!)

Fellow McConnell C I Wilson M I Groves B Rodriguez Perez L A Collins S P Lu A
Brown G Minierl Wright P Hackett P E Thomas A Elder A] M Nikolova L S

Moore A Yelland l V Heather S Whydle S Faulkner L A Okten G

Member Nicholson S L Heppleston R R Winman A Forster P I Reed B

Anthony S Owen P A Associate Higgins C Woods 0 F Gerard D I Tomlinson A D

Bowden D M Pantziarides A Member I♥Iigham C I Meneguz K Wood I M L
Burrell R Percival G Alexander BW Iones I Af liate Selkirk C I A

Davies R A Ponsford C MW Andreu MedinaII Krok T P Freneat C Serrao K M Sponsor
Day M L Priddle N Argence T Laws S R Kambourellis M L Walsh R Deveci M
Dixon N J Rawlings C Barling P Liston K I Norman T Trzcinski-Clernent F
Edwards M Rirsch C M Barry P Liston S I Simmons T P Student Winter I

GontcharovV Sarton B S Blakeley I D Mart} Williams C Edwards R L

Harrison E L Simona I Bryant S A H Newman RI Gregory N D

Liddell S A Vaughan N D Colgan D Rigby M Technician Herd L
Mahon I Walsh I Gilbert D R Roche P Burchelll John R

 

Environmental
noise measurement
remains mesii
popular eenlrse
By Keith Attenborough, IOA Education Manager

of Competence in Building Acoustics Measurements at
Southampton Solent University. Of the 12 candidates. 10

passed. Southampton Solent seems to be the only centre (out of

Spring 2013 has seen the third presentation of the Certi cate

eight originally accredited) able to recruit for this course and
future IOA publicity for this course will list only Southampton
Solent and Acoustical Associates (Peterborough) as centres

The Certi cate of Competence in Environmental Noise
Measurement continues to be the most popular IOA short course;
116 candidates were registered at 10 centres. Of these, only 10
failed, resulting in a pass rate of more than 90%. Discussions are
continuing about the extent to which the course content should
be modi ed to include more on aspects of wind turbine noise and

wind farm noise measurements which are current hot topics.
Recruitment for the Certi cate in Management of Occupational

Exposure to Hand Arm Vibration remains low and the course is
offered only once a year. In spring 2013, the six candidates all passed.

Recruitment to the Certi cate of Competence in Workplace
Noise Risk Assessment is also lower than in the past. Of the 22
candidates in spring 2013, 16 passed. The management committee
no longer includes direct representation from HSE, 0

Building Acoustics Rice P W B Holden A] George M ] Shorcontrol Johnston D N Shorcontrol Safety

Measurements Sim N A Inglis C P Glenville S Flood E Martin P Campbell D

Southampton Salem Taylor D R Jones I l-loldridge I Gallagher S Monckton R Loy S A
University Vernon A Sutclifie AT Newman R F Gouldmgl Morse P M '
Cmckfmd I V Wilson (j WhatlingT Parker R A McAuley N Reilly] D Workplace Noise
Hopkinson M A Wood A Wilson KC A Saul E McFarland L Riddel A Risk Assessment

Mcllwain P I University of the University of Derby Liverpool University MCL uélhli" C my]? S EEF Shef eld
Mageney L I West of England Clewsl Billingham A l Mulwm☝ P Tldndge p L Cameron S

Millward A R Alexander M R Elliott M Candlin I F 0 DWYer R Tough ☂ Z Howson o
Nikoiova L Aston E England D Crowther I s c Sha'PSD" G TWP 5 Humpage s I
Price 1 D A Claxton A Fairweather RA Deery K Shorcontrol Lewis S E

Swiejkowski K M Clayton I P I-Iillon A o Fletcher B M Safety Ltd Manage'fiem 0f Mason K
'l☁aylorI Gaylard c R Jenkins c M Fletcher R M R Beattie s occupa☁lonal Moorhouse G R
Wilkinson G I Gowan I L Moseley A N Gibson G B Breen P Exposure ☁0 Pains K M

Ilormn A c Otobo I Livcscy I II T Downey A Hand☁f☁rm Ramsay G
Environmental Jenner A Thorpe s McGlone G Dunlop c V☁bm☁m☜ Mommy &
Noise Assessment Jones M EEF Shef eld Morley] S McCullough L Leeds Metropolitan Associates

Bel Educa onal Pittaway A I Albaya de Gag☜ Oakes I L McKeever S University Emma" D

Noise Courses Price T 0 Close G D Sonko-Nassunje G N N Murtagh S Cawthorne I Gallagher P

Downie C H Sohal 'r Fryer, Taylor s L Swift P Edwards G Leonard C
Garnett M Colchester Institute Jackson s WarringIOn B :rhompson G McGarrY 5 Ni Labhradha D
l-Iarkness M I Bucser G H Iudd s A W'll☁ams 1♥ 5 ☜3mm 5 Institute of shormmml Safety
Ka' Bullock M ~ NESCOT Southam ton Naval Medicine

Kelerilzlinsl: Davis D M Legds M-Elmpoma" Brewer S L Solent Unpiversity Curtis P conway BUniversin ☁ H Gough S
Kelly S Dornan N Bloom eld N Cregeen L M Deighton G 1 Kelly M D

Mungall H A Dunlop E I M Bridge 5 Storey M I Glblett K 5 Kelly M E
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Sound level meters ♥ revised
international specification statistician-«51
By Sue Dawson

are produced bythe IEC [International Electrotechnical
Commission] committee IEC/TC29 ☁Electroacoustics☁. This

committee, in common with other IEC committees, has global

membership, currently having 24 participating countries and 13
observing countries. IEC/TCZB has various Working Group (WGs)

and Maintenance Teams (MTs) covering speci c instruments and
areas 7 sound level meters, sound calibrators, microphones,

hearing aids, audiometric equipment, lters, audio-frequency
induction loop systems, head and ear simulators, EMC, and
instruments for the measurement of aircraft noise. National
Committees provide expert members for these WGs and MTsl In

the UK the National Committee is the British Standards Institution
(BSD and experts are nominated from the parallelle committee

on Electroacoustics, EPLZQ.

The Maintenance Team responsible for sound level meters,

MT4, has recently been revising the IEC 61672 series of standards

on sound level meters. The series currently consists of 3 parts 7
Part 1 ☁Speci cations☁ published 2002 [1], Part 2 ☁Pattern evaluation
tests☂ published 2003 [2] and Part 3 'Periodic rests' published 2006

[3]. These standards were also adopted in the UK as BS EN

standards with the same number ie. BS EN 6167271 etc. Pattern
evaluation is a wide ranging full test against all the speci cations
of the standard for a model of instrument. It is mandatory in some
countries, so is important for manufacturers who are exporting,
and is usually performed by National Metrology Institutes, with
one of the main centres being at PTB, Germany Periodic testing,
often known as periodic veri cation, is limited testing of an indie
vidual specimen of sound level meter on a regular basis, and
assures the user that the performance of an instrument still
conforms to the applicable speci cations for a limited set of key
tests, for the environmental conditions under which the tests were

performed. Periodic testing is normally performed by accredited
laboratories ♥ in the UK the accrediting body is the United
Kingdom Accreditation Service (UKAS). Use of a sound level meter
proven to meet a particular class is often required by method
standards such as those produced by ISO TC43 ♥ ☁Acoustics'.

The standardisation process itself is well de ned by IEC, and
documents must progress through various stages from prelimi-

nary stage to publication stage. These 3 revised sound level meter
documents are currently at the last stage of the process, the Final
Draft International Standard or FDIS stage, having completed the
earlier stages with discussions within the MT and approval via
National Committees ofthe necessary drafts along the way. The
National Committees will now vote for the nal time on these
FDIS documents. At this stage it is a simple 'vote in favour/ vote
against/ abstain☂ process with comments only required for any
☁against ☁votes. The IEC closing date for voting is 16 August 2013,

International speci cation standards for acoustical instruments

 

WE Affairs

 

and if, as is strongly expected, these documents receive a positive
vote under the IEC acceptance criteria, they will be published as
IEC 61672 Edition 2, by IEC within 1.5 months of the circulation of
the Report ofVoting.

So how does the revised standard differ from the current
versions, and how will thisaffect manufacturers, users and those

testing sound level meters?
The 3 Parts have been revised to incorporate some changes

resulting from experience in using Edition 1, to include some
further possibilities for testing, and to incorporate a newly agreed
Policy ofTC29 on measurement uncertainty and conformance
assessment. The aim of this Policy is to make the standards clearer
to understand for manufacturers, test houses and users. The
policy follows the guidance in ISO/IEC Guide 98 [4], but speci ca-

tions in the standard are now de ned in terms of acceptance
limits, with maximum permitted uncertainties of measurement

for manufacturers! test houses given separately, rather than as the
combined tolerance limits given in Edition 1.

Conformance to a performance speci cation is demonstrated
when a measured deviation from a design goal equals or does not
exceed the corresponding acceptance limit[s) AND the testing
laboratory has demonstrated that the associated uncertainty
of measurement equals or does not exceed the maximum

permitted uncertainty.
The relationship between tolerance limits, acceptance limits

and maximum permitted uncertainties☁in shown in Figure 1.
Where AI : acceptance interval, T1 = tolerance interval, Umax :

guard band for the maximumepermitted uncertainty of measure
ment for a 95 % coverage interval, AL : lower acceptance limit, AU

: upper acceptance limit, TL: lower tolerance limit and TU :
upper tolerance limit.

Other main changes include:
0 clari cation of some de nitions
- updating of references
- improved clarity on provision of under-range indicators

fuller inclusion of sound level meters tted with random
incidence microphones
where a sound level meter has the ability todisplay C-weighted
peak measurements, a new requirement that a display of C

weighted time-averaged sound levels must also be available
addition of speci cation and test for long term stability
addition ofspeci cation and test for high level stability
requirement for manufacturer to provide advice on minimising
the effect of mechanical vibration on indicated sound levels
removal ofAnnexes on AU weighting and time weighting I
addition of a detailed Annex giving example assessments of
conformance to the speci cations of the standard i.e. how to
apply the new Policy )
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0 minor changes to account for practicalities gained from

experience in use of Edition 1 e.g. levels of test signals required etc

- changes to the adjustment using a sound calibrator at the calie

bration check frequency to allow optimised performance across
the full speci ed frequency range

- allowance of use of a comparison coupler for periodic tests, so

the standard now gives a choice for acoustical testing of
comparison couplers, sound calibrators where a special ring

applied to the microphone may be necessary to avoid ☁grid

resonance☂ problems at high frequencies, and electrostatic

actuators, as well as free- eld testing. The aim here is to
minimise the time and hence the cost of acoustical testing by
providing more choice. Of course for these tests, and others,
appropriate correction data has to be supplied and the

standard is more explicit on what must be supplied. It now

contains references to the recently published IEC 62585 [5],

which provided manufacturers and others with information on

how to measure these corrections. If the uncertainties of

measurement on the correction data supplied are not provided

this uncertainty is now assumed to be the maximum permitted,

which may result in a failure of the meter to conform to

the speci cations
- use of the actual microphone response [rather than average or

typical) for periodic testing
- self-generated noise both with the microphone installed and

replaced by anelectrical input signal device is nowjust
reported, rather than being used as a conformance criteria,
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One of the aims of the revision has therefore been to make the

standard clearer for manufacturers, and make periodic testing

easier for test houses to perform, both by providing additional

testing options, but importantly aiming to ensure all the relevant

information on corrections etc is readily available.
For the purchasers and users of sound level meets - following

publication ofthe revised standard instruments will start to
become available that have been manufactured according to
Edition 2 of IEC 61672, and this will be clear from the markings as

the year of publication of the standard must be included. When
the meter undergoes a periodic test this will be performed using
Part 3 of Edition 2, Sound level meters manufactured according to
the Edition 1 of the standard will continue to be tested against IEC
61672-3: 2006 (BS EN 61672-32006 [6]). If you have a much older
sound level meter originally manufactured to IEC 60651 or IEC
60804, then in the UK the British Standard BS 7580: Part 121997 [7]
remains the appropriate standard for periodic testing.

Susan Dawson is at the National Physical Laboratory
Teddington, and is currently Chairman ofboth IEC/TC29 and EPL
29 and a Member ofIEC/TC29 MT4. 0
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Golden memories come ooding back
as ISVR celebrates its 50☁h anniversary
By Frank Fahy

University of Southampton in July to attend ISVR 50, a two-
day symposium to celebrate the 50m anniversary of the

Institute of Sound and Vibration Research (ISVR).

Strategic planning had begun in 2011 when a group of current

and former members of the Institute, led by Professor Emeritus

Ioe Hammond, began meeting to decide the format of the celebra-
tions, to which all current and former staff and students would be

invited. It was agreed that it would be in the form of a symposium,

to which a number of people who had close historical ties with the
ISVR, and who had established successful careers in a spectrum of

elds associated with it, should present brief talks about their
professional occupations.

The event, in the Turner Sims Concert Hall, was opened by
the Vice-Chancellor, Professor Don Nutbeam, who, after

welcoming guests, praised the ISVR as "one of the jewels in the
universrty crown".

Professor Emeritus Bob White, a former ISVR Director,

presented the opening talk on A briefhistory ofthe ISVR, This long

@) ) ) Acoustics Bulletin September/ October 2013

Three hundred people travelled from around the world to the and complex subject could not be accommodated within the short
time allotted, and the history of the ISVR will be the subject of an
article in the November-December issue of the Bulletin.

Julie Brinton, Director of the university's Auditory Implant
Service (until recently, the South of England Cochlea Implant
Centre) surveyed the history of SOECIC in the ISVR. This service
involves audiologists, surgeons, clinicians, psychologists and
speech therapists, among others. Hearing which has been lost due
to damage or congenital failure of the hair cells in the cochlea is
restored to a substantial degree by the surgical insertion of an
array of electrodes into the cochlea where they are activated by a
signal from an externally located microphone and stimulate the
auditory nerves. Preparation of the patients for the implant, and
subsequent rehabilitation, takes place at the university: surgery

takes place in Southampton University Hospital. The rst two
implants were tted in 1990. The NHS then made the crucial
decision to provide SOECIC with research funding. To date, more
than 1,000 implants have been made, The rst child received an
implant in 1992; today, youngsters are routinely tted at the age I)



 

a of 12 months. SOECIC has been in the forefront of tting
bilateral implants since 2003.

SOECIC led the National Paediatric Bilateral Audit and the
NHS has recommended that all children should be tted with
bilateral implants in a single operation, a world rst. Collaborative
research is done with the university music department Julie☂s
talk concluded with mention of new technical developments
including miniaturisation, lasers, remote interaction and middle
ear implants.

Professor Tim Leighton of the ISVR then entertained the
audience with Sound in Space, a speculative audio review of what
forms of sound might be recorded by a space probe as it
approaches and lands on various planetsand moons of the solar
system. Microphones are small, light and robust, and such record-
ings would help to determine the physical and chemical constitue
tion and properties of the atmospheres and of landing sites, which
might be solid or liquid. Saturn's moon, Titan, has a smoggy
atmosphere that conceals its surface from telescopic view, but
which might have methane lakes and falls. He played simulation
of the sounds of landing in such a lake or a hard surface. He then
illustrated how the atmospheres of planets such as Mars and
Venus would affect the sounds of valve and ue organ pipes and
the human voice. Tim also showed a Video of his brilliant revolu»
tionary invention for cold, nonechemical, cleaning ofa wide range
of contaminants from surfaces of arbitrary material and geometry,
including ssures,

Professor Goran Pavié of the Institut National des Sciences
Appliquées in Lyon, France, presented Modelling ufuibration,
sound and stresses using the Virtual Source approach. He said that
modern numerical techniques and computer packages give little
or no control of the analysis process, do not provide the user with
an understanding of the physics of the problems, or even a quan-
titative indication of the quality of the solution. He introduced
what hedescribed as a "do it yourself" analytical modelling
technique, explaining how the natural modes of vibration,

dynamic responses and stress distributions of a range of structural
components for which there are no analytical solutions can be
determined by virtually ☜embedding☝ them in larger, simpler,
uniform master systems that have known analytical solutions. The
numbers, positions, directions, amplitudes and phases of an array
of virtual dynamic forces acting on a master structure, plus the
actual force distribution on the target structure, are mathemati-
cally adjusted to satisfy, in a least squares sense, the actual
boundary conditions of the target. The resulting response of the
master structure within theboundaries of the region occupied by
the target structure corresponds to those of the target structure.

The E I Richards Public lecture, established in honour of the

founder of the ISVR, was given by Rob Harris, Director and Global

Acoustics Leader at Arup, who spoke on Thirty Years ofAuditorium
Design. Rob, who has led teams that have designed many
wonderful new auditoria all over the'world, mentioned the inspi»

ration that he received from the late Professor Emeritus Phil Doak
while studying at ISVR and from researchers Harold Marshall and
Mike Barron, who showed that lateral acoustic re ections from the

side walls of a hall must arrive within a suf ciently short time of
the sound arriving directly from the orchestra to promote among

auditors of classical orchestral music a pleasant sense of
immersion in a "bath" of sound. Consequently, modern concert
hall designs re ect the great importance of hall width. Alternative
seating con gurations which incorporate discrete structures espe-
cially oriented to provide local lateral re ections have been
developed for very large halls.

Rob explained that the acoustical design of concert halls in
essence involves a blend of physics and architecture. What is prac♥
ticable is affected by many factors such as budget, programme
schedule, projected utilisation and site limitations {including
ambient noise and vibration), together with satisfaction of the
client, project managers, engineers, health and safety require-
ments and other agencies. Design success involves a balance
between architecture, acoustical design and theatrical demands,
such as sightlines. He proceeded to illustrate the application of
this principle, and of steadily improving design aids, to a range of
UK projects he led. Computer packages that simulate sound prop-
agation, re ection and absorption have steadily improved but
modelling of diffraction and scattering is still not fully satisfactory.

Computer modelling now includes "auralisation" whereby
computed acoustic impulse responses are convolved with
anechoically recorded music to allow alistener to experience the
architecture and sound ofa proposed auditorium before
constructed. Rob closed by reviewing the rapidly changing context
of acoustic design which places many more demanding require-
ments on physical and acoustical exibility and provision for
multiple forms of use, even in the same day.

Matthew Cartmell, Editor-in-Chief of Thejournal ufSaund and
Vibration, presented the Doak Award, established in 2012 in
memory of Phil Doak who initiated the journal in 1964, to Dr
Brian Mann and Dr Neil Sims. In the words of the presenter, Phil
☜was, by all possible standards, an exceptional editor".

The rst talk of the second day, Human Vibration, was

presented by Professor Mike Grif n, leader of the ISVR Human
Sciences Group and head of the Human Factors Research Unit
(HFRU). He gave a comprehensive account of nearly four decades
of research into the Vibrational characteristics of the human body
and its response to applied Vibration. He explained that these vary
with the posture of the body and showed that the intra»subject
and interesubject responses vary widely, making mathematical
modelling extremely dif cult: however, progress is being made.
Mike brie y explained the adverse effect of vibration on comfort
and task performance and illustrated various means of mitigation
by choice of design, materials and construction of seats. The
HFRU has played a major role in contributing to the development
of standards for seating comfort and avoidance of damage caused
by vibrating machines, The unit has also designed and provided
instruments for the indication of vibration severity, conformance
with standards and early diagnosis ofincipient damage to users of
vibrating machines and tools.

The next speaker, Professor Stuart Bolton of the Mechanical
Engineering Department of Purdue University, arrived in the UK
from Canada in 1974. He initially studied at the ISVR for an MSc in
Sound and Vibration, and was awarded a PhD for his subsequent
research into the propagation of sound in poroelastic materials,
supervised by Phil Doak. As a tribute to the memory of his IE!)
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nan erstwhile supervisor, his address was largely anecdotal, and

concerned attempts to develop an experimental means ofdetere

mining the complex wave number and wave impedance of sound

propagating in poroelastic materials by means of traversing a

probe microphone through a sample that was terminated by a

rigid plug. A serious disagreement between theory and experiment

of the acoustic impedance of the foam caused consternation

Stuart discovered that the wave re ection from the termination

depended crucially on degree of contact between the foam and

the terminating plug. He has investigated this phenomenon inten♥

sively and has exploited in the design of novel multi-layer sound
absorbers and lightweight sound insulation packages.

Next, a talk entitled Noise challenges in civil aerospace was

presented by Dr Colin Smith CBE, Director, Engineering and

Technology of the Rolls Royce power division, which includes gas

turbine engines for aircraft. The ISVR has enjoyed a continuous

relationship with Rolls Royce over a long period. In 1968, Dr Mike

Fisher was appointed Rolls Royce lecturer (subsequently Reader)
and he, and subsequently more recently appointed colleagues,
have carried out research and provided advice for Rolls Royce for
more 45 years. Colin has a special relationship with the ISVR

because he was instrumental in the decision by Rolls Royce to
locate its Technology Centre for Gas Turbine Noise in the ISVR,

which, inaugurated in 1999, has assisted the ISVR to become
academic leaders in the eld.

Colin noted that civil aerospace makes one of the largest
contributions to the UK economy. He commended the vital intel-
lectual contribution of the 28 UTCs in the world to Rolls Royce
technological development. He noted that the EU has set strong
targets for environmental protection and emphasised the respon-
sibility of the industry for controlling atmospheric pollution and

noise, but warned that pollution will inexorably increase with the
growing global aircraft production, an increase that engines
designers have to try to counteract. But, because of the long life of
civil aircraft, today☁s technological developments will still be in u»
ential in 20 to 30 years☁ time.

Colin explained that increase in fuel ef ciency can be achieved,
but at the expense of increased noise; quieter aircraft are less fuel»

ef cient and produce more C02. Engine noise has been steadily

reduced over recent years, largely by means of increasing the
diameter of bypass fans. However, little further increase in fan

diameter is practicable because undercarriages would get too
large and heavy, there would be inadequate space for passenger to
get on and off, and the wings would have to be too stiff to satisfy
passenger comfort requirements in turbulence. He described

current noise certi cation procedures as ☁crude' because ofvariae

tions of landing and take-off ight paths and wished for a ☁real life☁
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noise impact metric.
John Shelton ofAcSoft presented a talk entitled Seeing the wood

for the trees? Advances in sound and vibration measurement
instrumentation He traced the development of the sound level
meter and associated metrics from the purely analog B&K 2203, of
fond memory, to the modern version with analogsignals from an
electret microphone passing through an A-D converter to feed a
software package running on a laptop, that provides all the
necessary time histories, spectra and metrics. John then brought
us right up to date by describing MEMS (microelectromechanical-
systems) microphones that are very small, robust and cheap.
Soon, microphones will generate a PCM signal directly The types
of mems microphone in mobile phones and other personal elec-
tronic equipment have rather small dynamic ranges and sound
scattering shapes that disallow them from satisfying the Class 1
sound level meter standard. A survey of the performances of a
large sample of devices containing mems-based microphones
found not a single one to conform to the standard. However, after

years of research, the National Physical Laboratory has produced a
mems based device that does satisfy the Class 1 standard. Mems
microphones are ideal for use in personal dosimeters and meas-
urements of sound pressures in the ear canal. As an aside, lohn

reported that many post graduates who came to him for interview,
even from universities running prestigious acoustics courses, have
received little or no training in the eld use of sound level meters,
a situation which he found inexplicable and unsatisfactory.

He brought his talk to an end with a rapid introduction to
beam-forming, multi♥microphone, array technology for locating
an identifying noise sources, illustrated by examples.

ISVR Director Elect Professor Paul White talked about Sound in
the marine environment. He concentrated on the importance and
adverse effects of underwater sound on whales, porpoises and
dolphins. He explained that sound plays very different roles in the
lives ofbaleen whales, which use sound generation for social
purposes, and which scoop up large numbers of small creatures
with an open mouth, and toothed whales, porpoises and dolphins
which use sound both to explore their environment and to locate
and catch prey. If a baleen whale☂s hearing is severely damaged, it
will live an isolated life Without companions or mate. Deafened
toothed whales starve and rapidly die. He illustrated the vast
increase in ship noise between the 1960s and today which, in

principle, can reduce the effectiveness of undersea communica-
tion by masking. However, it is not clear that man-made noise has

a signi cant impact on communication.
Paul explained that many mass stranding of whales have

occurred since one was reported in 1502, but except for three
instances, there is no rm evidence that noise was [ED
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m implicated. The only incidents for which there is clear

evidence of killing ofwhales by sound occurred during a naval
exercise in the Mediterranean in 1996, when 12 whales were

stranded that do not normally strand, and subsequently by beaching
and deaths in the Bahamas after which the US Navy admitted that
their mid-frequency active sonar caused the tissue lesions that killed

the animals. Paul concluded that it is extremely dif cult to establish

the degree of severity of man-made noise on marine animals

because of many confounding factors and because the effects on so

few individuals and other marine species have been studied.
John Dixon, of ISVR Consulting and a former member of the

Institute☂s Automotive Design and Advisory Unit (ADAU), spoke on

Automotive Engineering is silenced at Southampton, in which he
concentrated on the noise control work of the ADAU on succes-

sive models of Ford Transit vans. The ADAU carried out ground
breaking research on the sources and control by design of auto
mobile engine noise, backed up by experimental results from

seven test cells in which engines from manufacturers all over the
world were tested and noise sources identi ed and suppressed.
The unit also invented and developed various very successful non-
IC devices that simulated combustion forces and engine sound

radiation without the need to run an engine. After the unit was

disbanded and the test cells dismantled John has continued to
provide consultancy advice to road, rail and sea-borne vehicles.

Professor Steve Elliott, another former Director of the ISVR,

gave a fascinating talk entitled Active control ofuibration in
aircraft and in the cochlea that linked ISVR work on active noise
control in propeller driven aircraft with the remarkably large

dynamic range of the human auditory system. He described theo♥
retical and laboratory studies and successful physical implemen-
tation of active control of noise in a propeller driven aircraft
carried out by himself and Phil Nelson in the 19805. In a subse
quent commercial development, more than 1,000 active noise

control systems have to date been tted into aircraft by Ultra
Electronic Controls , a UK company led by an ISVR alumnus who

was involved in the early ISVR research. The system, which

produces a 10 dB(A) noise reduction, comprises 46 vibration
sensors and inertial actuators distributed over the fuselage frames,

and 72 monitor microphones distributed within the trim, all

controlled by a single controller, The cable network contributes
50% of its total weight. This penalty could be minimised by
installing a distributed system of independent controllers,
actuators and sensors. ISVR studies on simple structures reveal
that as the gains of the controllers are increased, the vibration at
rst decreases to a minimum, beyond which it increases. The
minimum corresponds with maximum power dissipation by the
units and new control algorithms have been developed to exploit

this as a control parameter for implementing self-tuning of indi-
vidual units.

Steve explained how the cochlear hair cells and associated

  
structures form a distributed, 12,000 unit, self-tuning feedback
system which involves chemically based, actively controlled
changes to the shapes of the outer hair cells. It operates at the very
limit of stability to produce an ampli cation of low level received
sound by up to 40dB (gain of 100). A mathematical model of the
waves in the basilar membrane shows how they are partially
re ected back towards the tympanic membrane by small varia-
tions (1%) in the individual control loops. Sound is consequently
radiated from the ear canal (otoacoustic emission) and is used for
auditory health screening ofyoung children. Steve explained how
mathematical modelling is being used to improve understanding
of the system behaviour, and possibly will aid those who are

involved in procedures to ameliorate hair cell function in hearing
impaired persons.

The nal talk, How can we help hearing impaired people to
better understand speech?was presented by Dr Stefan Bleeck,
acting head of the ISVR Hearing and Balance Centre (HABC).

He explained that its mission was ☜to improve the quality of life
ofthe hearing and balance impaired". The HABC played a major
role in trials which persuaded the NHS to implement the

"Universal Newborn Hearing Screening" programme, which tests
babies in their rst few days oflife for their otoacoustic response
to clicks, On average, in England, 13,000 babies a week are

screened, and 21 are identi ed with permanent hearing impair-
ment, allowing vital early clinical intervention and support. Stefan
praised the vital contributions of Denise Cafarelli Dees, Roger

Thornton and Mark Lutman to the programme design and imple»
mentation, and acknowledged the collaboration with the univer-

sity's Faculty of Medicine, the MRC Institute of Hearing Research
and the University of Milan.

Stefan explained that 50% of UK 60-year-olds suffer hearing loss
and that, even with today's technology, current hearing aids do not
work well in noisy environments, typically providing an increase in
tolerable signal-to-noise ratio for hearing impaired wearers of less
than 5 dB. He introduced the concept of ☜sparse coding" which is
based upon the fact that the processing of noise inputs involves

many more neurons than that of coherent speech. Speech can be
accurately represented by only afew sparse components of what
are known as "atoms" or basis vectors, whereas noise needs
hundreds of components. A mathematical description of the
decoding process followed. Stefan played some results of early
research, which introduced some ☜musical☝ sounds, but substan-

tially attenuated the broadband noise. Research is at an early stage
but the technique has many potential applications.

The symposium closed with an excellent supper and party,
which featured two sea shanties, live music from Italy, India,
Scotland, England and elsewhere, and a very funny nautical
dialogue between Admiral Professor Lord Nelson and Health &
Safety pest, Hardy Flintstone

More details can be found at www.isvr50.soton.ac.uko
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UAC 20113: successful staging of new
underwater acoustics conference
By Peter Dobbins, chairman of the IOA UnderwaterAcoustics Group

Introduction
Between the 23 and 28 June the rst Underwater Acoustics
Conference (UAC) was held in Corfu.

UAC has been born from a merger of the previous European
Conference on Underwater Acoustics (ECUA), which the IOA
organised last year, and the Underwater Acoustics Measurements:
Technologies and Results (UAM) conference, to form a large
conference covering all elds of underwater acoustics to be held
every otheryear in Europe.

The conference chairmen were Professor John Papadakis of
EO.R.T.H., Greece, and Professor Leif Bjorno, Denmark, who previ-
ously ran the UAM conferences. They were supported by a large
scienti c committee, which included several members of the IOA
Underwater Acoustics Group Committee. Details can be found on
the conference website at www.uam-conferences.org.

The conference attracted some 300 registered attendees from a
diverse range of organisations, including universities, public and
private research institutes, companies and corporations. There

were researchers from Europe, United States, Canada, Australia,
China, Japan, Korea, and many other countries and they gave
more than 290 presentations organised into 42 structured
sessions, in addition to some eight poster presentations.

IOA participation
The IOA was not directly involved in running this event. However,

NoiseMap fi

most of the Underwater Acoustics Group (UAG) Committee were
in attendance and organised structured sessions, as well as

presenting papers.

We also took the opportunity to hold the UAG AGM and to
present two IOA medals, and we are grateful to the conference

organisers for making space in the programme for these activities.
The rst award was the 2013 Rayleigh Medal, presented to

lacqueszes Guigné by the IOA President, Bridget Shield, in a
plenary session following the opening ceremony, chaired by Nick
Pace. See page 7 for full details. Professor Guigné then gave the
Rayleigh Medal Lecture, entitled Acoustic Interrogation of
Complex Seabeds.

This paper gave an illustrative description and introduction to
a stationary acoustic interrogating approach to mapping the sub♥
bottom structure of the seabed which delivers a wide volumetric
☜acoustic core". This pioneering method yields vertical and lateral
scales of metres down to tens of metres in depth, thus producing a
large, detailed, volumetric, layer-by♥layer footprint, unprece»
dented in physical coring or acoustic pro ling.

The second award was the 2012 AB Wood Medal, presented to

John Smith of dstl (Defence Science & Technology Laboratory] by
the UAG Chairman, Peter Dobbins, as part of the closing ceremony.

Dr Smith is a physicist with a strong theoretical bias who has
made a major contribution to the understanding of wave and ☁
structure interaction in underwater acoustics. His initial ml:
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{[2] work was on the development of materials for use in under-

water acoustic systems that are designed to act as absorbers or
barriers. Here he worked on developing models to predict how the

performance of the materials would vary with frequency and temper-

ature, depending on their constituent parts. John's second major

contribution has been on modelling and understanding the acoustic
wave propagation in plates and structures, and the coupling with

acoustic waves in a uid medium loading the plate. More recently
John has investigated the concept of metamaterials and the possi»
bility of making acoustic cloaks based on such materials,

Sessions
The main body of the conference was the 42 structured sessions. It

is not possible to report on these in detail, although the
programme and abstracts are on the conference web site at
wwvv.uam-conferences.org/docs/UA2013BOA.pdfi Below are
comments on just a few of the sessions. For further information, it

is anticipated that the proceedings will be made available on the
conference website shortly,

Sonar signal and information processing
Although the title doesn☁t say so, apart from one or two papers,

this session was all about the traditional (since WWII) role of sonar

for detecting submarines at long ranges using low frequencies.

The y in the ointment these days is that this activity is more likely
to be carried out in shallow coastal waters, which makes it all a lot

more dif cult than operating in the deep open ocean
Representing, perhaps, one of the latest developments, a paper by
Paul Hines of DRDC, Canada, compared the performance of
conventional Pulsed Active Sonar with that of Continuous Active

Sonar (CAST His conclusions were generally supportive of CAS,
but the experiment he talks about has not yet been done!

Synthetic aperture sonar: state-of♥the-art
After many years in the wilderness, Synthetic Aperture Sonar (SAS)
is now a reality and the papers in this session were mostly about
re nements to the basic concept. This covered subjects such as
the in uence of the environment in the form of internal waves
and sound speed variations, speckle reduction and contrast
enhancement, This last topic was discussed in a paper by Stig Asle
Vaksvik Synnes and Roy Edgar Hansen which showed a clear
advantage in using ultra wideband signals. Experiments demon-
strated that the details of a small cube were sharpest in a
wideband processed image, slightly defocused in a multiband
processed image and quite blurred in a conventional narrowband
processed image,

Radiated noise and vibration including from marine
renewable energy developments & marine renewables
The UK Government has targets for deployment of 35GW of
offshore wind and ZGW each of tidal and wave energy by 2020,
with further substantial increases planned for 2050. This session

UfideljwaterI Acoustics Grounghairman☁EetegDobbins
"presents the 2012 AB Wood Medal to'John Smith☁
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looked at the complex interactions between the environment and
marine renewable energy devices, and in particular, radiated noise
and vibration. The papers distinguished between the noise
generated by construction activities (pile driving, for example) and
the longer term operational noise. The session included a sub-
session on activities at the European Marine Energy Centre
(EMEC) in Orkney which included presentations on the under,
water noise emitted by wave and tidal stream energy devices by
Stephen Robinson and Paul Lepper, processing techniques to
correct the degradation in sonar performance due to the highly
turbulent environment where such devices are located by Peter
Dobbins and methodologies for measuring both the background
ambient noise and the noise radiated by devices by Ed Harland,
presented by David Cowan of EMECi

Underwater soundscapes: de nition and quanti cation
One ofthe most interesting sessions took place on Thursday
afternoon when Iennifer Miksis♥Olds and Mark Prior initiated a
discussion meeting on how to best de ne and quantify under-
water soundscapes. The very rst minutes of the discussion

showed that physicists and biologists disagree with the acoustic
terms used in the rst place Physicists, for instance, would prefer
the term ☜sound elds☜ rather than "soundscapes" because the
latter is not de ned in acoustic concepts. Biologists, however,
argue that the expression "soundscapes" has speci cally been
created to refer to the acoustic environment consisting of multiple
abiotic and biotic sound sources, resulting in complex sound
patterns in time and space, comparable to patterns of a

landscape. Sound elds, in contrast, is a neutral expression used
in a wider context, which also includes the sound eld created by

a single tone.
The course of the discussion created the impression that there

is a general disagreement between disciplines, in particular
between physicists who have conducted acoustic research for
decades and biologists who have just recently entered the eld.
Browsing through the papers in the proceedings for this session it

is interesting that the term soundscape is not actually used by
physicists, whereas it is used bybiologists, but the de nition is
different in each case. This is all rather disturbing and does not
bode well forestablishing standards for either terminology or
measurement methods that will be adopted by all those working
in this eld.

Sonar performance modelling and veri cation:
applications to active and passive sonar
This session was related to the sonar signal and information
processing discussed above through the concentration on shallow
water performance in many of the papers and, because of this, a
bias towards performance limitations due to reverberation and
clutter. rather than ambient noise. Ofparticular interest were two
papers by Michael Ainslie and others describing both results from
the IOA's 2010 David Weston Memorial Workshop, held at the I)

 



 

n University of Cambridge, and new results based on the

scenarios speci ed for that workshop.

The general conclusion was that no single model has been

identi ed that gives uniformly reliable predictions for all cases

considered. Instead, analytical methods can provide the necessary

insight to determine the most accurate model for each scenario.

Further, the use of a combination of different models is a

powerful technique for assessing models' strengths and weak-

nesses and where signi cant differences arise, these can be

analysed and understood.

Passive and/or active marine mammal monitoring
This session included two papers on long range, low frequency

marine mammal monitoring and one on the European ☜Achieve

QUieter Oceans by shipping noise footprint reduction☝ (AQUO)

project. A paper presented by Aaron Thode and others was

refreshingly concise, yet comprehensive. This presentation

reviewed the sperm whale detection and tracking performance of

a simple two-element vertical array placed at the depth of the

sound speed minimum. The results suggested that provided prop-

agation paths are properly modelled, even under sea state 5

conditions, sperm whale passive detection ranges are possible up

to 35 km, with tracking ranges up to 19 km. '

Student prizes
Prizes were also awarded for the best papers presented by

graduate students. The choice was made by members of the
conference Scienti c Committee, and it is worthy ofnote that the

decision was so close that they awarded two joint rst prizes. The

three students were:
- Iulius Piercy from the University of Essex for 'The conductor☂s

Right result puts
Campbell Associates
'over the moon'

ine teams from the acoustic industry took part in Campbell

NAssociates' second annual ve-a-side football tournament

in Bishops Stortford in June

Stansted Environmental, last year's winners, elded a strong

team and did a good job at defending their title. However, they

were knocked out in the semi♥ nals by Campbell Associates, who

went on to win the tournament by beating Pace Acoustics 2-0 in

the nal
Other teams taking part were: AIRO, Cole Iarman, Bickerdike

Allen, Sandy Brown, Sharps Redmore and SRL. The event has so

<3 <3
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guide to reef health☂ (IstJ

- Sergio Mascolino from University College Dublin for 'Will you
sing or will you dance? Male damsel sh strategies in a noisy
environment☁ (lst)

0 Angeliki Xenakj from the Technical University of Denmark for
☁Inversion assuming weak scattering☂ (3rd).

The future
Currently, the plan is that UAC will be held again in 2014 in Greece
[Rhodes has been suggested) and thereafter every other year on
even numbered years.

In the longer term, the present chairmen, Leif Bjorno and John

Papadakis, aim to stand down and they are actively seeking new
volunteers for the posts It is to be hoped that whoever takes over

can continue to produce such a successful event. 0

 

far raised more than £975 for Prostate Cancer. Donations can still

be made via Campbell's Justgiving page
www.justgiving.com/acoustic-cup-2013 a

brings measurements and

simulations together 



 

New method to
compare concert
hall acoustics

a method that allows accurate comparisons of concert
hall acoustics.

The team, led by Associate Professor Tapio Lokki, developed a
way to capture the acoustics ofa concert hall with a symphony
orchestra simulator. It consists of34 loudspeakers reproducing
synchronised recordings ofindividual musicians playing parts of
symphonies in an anechoic chamber,

The project has resulted in Professor Lokki being presented
with the Early Career Award from the International Commission
for Acoustics.

He said: ☜People have different tastes and unique preferences
when it comes to the acoustics of a concert hall. Thus, we cannot
say which concert hall is better than another, but we certainly
have learned why concert halls are different and we are learning
how to make a hall sound a certain way," he said.

The symphony orchestra simulator has been played in many
famous European concert halls and that music has been recorded
in different locations within the halls and analysed.

The simulator is necessary because it guarantees that the
concert hall is the only changing factor in uencing sound in these

Researchers at Aalto University in Finland have devised

 

certvhalll acoustics~ canW
☁accurately☂ compared' '

Martin Good / Shutterstockcom

analyses. Later in the laboratory, the objective recordings allow
very accurate comparisons of the characteristics of the acoustics.

When listening to different halls with spatial sound reproduc-
tion in the laboratory, subjective listening tests have also been
conducted with sensory evaluation methods that provide
revealing differentiating perceptual factors between concert halls.

With this combination of objective and subjective sensory data,
Professor Lokki's team has been able to explain the preference
ratings of concert hall acoustics.

The goal of this research is to better understand why we hear
sounds differently in different spaces. According to Professor
Lokki, this will lead to research that focuses on analysing exactly
how humans perceive sound. I:

Proiect to develop the world's rst
comprehensive model oi the human voice

world's rst comprehensive model of the human voice,

which could contribute to better voice care, voice pros-

thetics, talking robots and teaching opportunities.
Three research groups from Stockholm's KTH Royal Institute of

Technology are collaborating with voice and computing experts at
universities and research institutes in France, Germany and Spain
on the 俉13 million Eunison project, which involves physical
models, and simulated visualisations of the voice.

KTH music acoustics professor Sten Ternstrom says that project

will render the 3-D physics of the voice, including its acoustic
output, which would nd profound applications in elds such as
speech technology, medical research, pedagogy, linguistics and
the arts.

"We need a better understanding of how the voice works and
how it fails," he said.

The university's "Lindgren" supercomputer will provide
the colossal computing resources for the project. "We are
talking about fast movements of tens of thousands ofpoints in
three dimensions, so there will be many calculations requiring
heavy computation.☝

Though Eunison will rely on supercomputers to create simula-
tions and visualisation, the project will also use mechanical
models of the vocal chords, upper respiratory tract and tongue,
made from silicone and plastic, to verify that the simulations are
correctly calculated.

"The voice is a very complex phenomenon that requires a lot of
work to emulate and understand," said Professor Ternstrom. ☜So,

we are also interested in how much the model can be simpli ed,
without affecting the voice sounds."

Unlike previous research on the voice, Eunison will be an

end-to-end look at the voice, combining ndings from multiple

@) ) Acoustics Bulletin September/October 2013

Swedish researchers are leading the development of the disciplines. Previous efforts have been fragmentary, and the
models that do exist ♥ of parts such as the vocal chords or vocal
tract ♥ are simpli ed in order to avoid theheavy physics calcula-
tions, he said.

☜Our complete model of the human voice will resemble a
puppet, ☝ said Professor Ternstrom. "The scientist pulls on one or
more strings, and then we can see what happens."

The voice model will be made operable online, so that
researchers anywhere can enter data and get a visualisation. O

 



 

New method to assess sustainability o
noise reduction devices

reduction devices (NRDs) used in transport infrastructure,

uch as noise barriers or absorptive claddings, is presented

in a recent study The new set of specially designed sustainability
criteria allows NRDs to be easily and accurately evaluated, its
developers suggest.

Noise reduction is a key part of the European Commission's

Environmental Noise Directive; however the sustainability of

transport must account for every aspect of the system, including
accompanying infrastructure, such as NRDs. However, despite the

fact that many NRD projects are often conducted at large scales,
and can have substantial impacts on the environment, methods to

accurately assess the sustainability of different devices are lacking.
In this study, conducted under the EU QUIESST project☁,

researchers developed a tool for policymakers and industry
professionals to aid decisionemaking and help evaluate the
sustainability of different NRD options.

The researchers rst de ned ☜ustainability☝ as encompassing
social, economic and environmental concerns, and also included

a "technical" aspect, relating to the performance of engineering

projects, such as NRDs. The sustainability ofan NRD over its life
cycle will therefore include diverse factors such as access or land
property issues (social); construction and maintenance costs

[economic]; obstruction of animal movements (environmental)
and material selection (technical).

They then employed a "Top-DownABottom-Up" approach to

identify appropriate sustainability indicators for NRDs. The initial

Top-Down process involved reviewing existing indicators, frame-

8; new method of assessing the sustainability of noise works and tools used to assess sustainability. From this review, a

set of 22 primary criteria which were potentially suitable for
assessment of NRDs were selected. These included: land use,
social acceptance and life cycle cost.

The suitability of these proposed sustainability criteria was then
evaluated using aBottom-Up process. This consisted of surveys,
group workshops and interviews with stakeholders involved in
NRDs at every stage of the life cycle, such as staff in road and rail
authorities, manufacturers and researchers across Europe. The

results of these were used to rank and rate each criterion.
The results showed that stakeholders were in general

agreement over theimportance of the criteria selected; 93% were
ranked as ☜important☝ or ☜very important" in surveys. The
researchers do note that the set of criteria drawn up for this study
is not de nitive; however, new criteria could easily be added by

users in the future and assessed using the same approach.
The researchers also examined multi-criteria decision making

tools which identify the best NRD options once the primary
criteria have been selected, From this, the study concludes that

although reliability and accuracy are key, there are other consider»
ations to be taken into account, for example, the results must be
easy to use and interpret, and the software must be easily
available for stakeholders.

This report is based on an article in SciencefarEm/ironmenml
Policy published by the European Commission I:

References
1, See: www.quiesst.eu
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Noisy air eld
owners 'will
continue to hold
motor events'

continue to allow motor activities, despite losing the latest in
an eight-year series of court hearings over excessive noise.

A judge sitting with two magistrates at Leeds Crown Court
rejected an appeal by Elvington Air eld againstconvictions for

The owners of a former air eld in Yorkshire say they will

Airports Commission
seeks views on
aviation noise paper

the fth in a series of discussion papers, for
public comment. The paper explores current scienti c

understanding and existing policy on aviation and noise and seeks
responses to questions to develop the evidence base. It discusses
the impacts of aviation noise on health, the issue of annoyance
and how this develops over time. It considers different methodolo-
gies for measuring noise and approaches to mitigation. And it
looks at speci c issues, including night noise.

Sir Howard Davies, the Chair of the Airports Commission, said:

☜Understanding the impact of noise from aviation on communi-
ties around airports and under ight paths is central to the Airport
Commission's work.

☜Responses received on this important issue will inform the
Commission☂s assessment ofoptions to make best use ofexisting
airport capacity and any future recommendations to Government
for new airport capacity."

In particular, responses are sought to the following questions:
- What is the most appropriate methodology to assess and
compare different airport noise footprints?

- How could the assessment methods it describes (in chapter 4)

be improved to better re ect noise impacts and effects?
- Is monetising noise impacts and effects a sensible approach? If

so, which monetisation methods described here hold the most

credibility, or are most pertinent to noise and its various effects?
- Are there any speci c thresholds that signi cantly alter the nature

of any noise assessment, e.g. a level or intermittency of noise
beyond which the impact or effect signi cantly changes in nature?

- To what extent does introducing noise at a previously unaf-
fected area represent more or less of an impact than increasing
noise in already affected areas?

- To what extent is the use ofa noise envelope approach appro-
priate, and which metrics could be used effectively in this regard?

- To what extent should noise concentration and noise dispersal
be used in the UK? Where and how could these techniques be
deployed most effectively?

- What constitutes best practice for noise compensation schemes
abroad and how do these compare with current UK practice?
What noise assessments could be effectively utilised when
constructing compensation arrangements?

The Airports Commission has published Aviation Noise,

The document can be found at https:llwww.gov.uk/govern-
ment/news/airports»commission-considers-aviation-noise
Responses are sought by 6 September. a
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breaching a noise abatement order issued by City onork Council.
But after the hearing the owners said they would continue to

host motor activities which, apart from sports events, included

driving training and companies showcasing cars.
The council made the noise abatement order after numerous

complaints from nearby residents about engine noise when the
air eld staged motor sports, in particular AutoGG races.

The owners were convicted last year of twice breaching the
order. In rejecting their appeal, Judge Guy Keal QC said they had
been reckless in allowing theAut066 events that breached the
order because they knew there had been complaints and they had
failed to take the proper measures to limit the noise.

The two companiesbehind the air eld were ned £1,750 for

each offence and a director £500. They were also told to pay
£11,000 costs, plus the £14,500 costs and a £45 statutory surcharge
ordered by a district judge at the original hearing. a

Heathrow to rank
aircraft by noise

its aircraft are as part of plans to make it quieter,
It also plans to signi cantly increase nes for airlines that

break noise limits and to trial new plane departure routes with air
traf c controllers.

Other plans include steeperaircraft approaches into the airport
and the establishment ofa noise-insulation scheme for nearby
buildings. Heathrow already imposes higher charges for the
noisiest aircraft.

Later this year Heathrow will launch the Fly Quiet scheme, which
will publicly rank airlines according to their noise performance,

The plans could lead to the extension of the adobe building
programme for local schools. The scheme involves the construc-
tion of igloo-like shelters, made from bags of earth and plaster,
which allow pupils to study outside without being disturbed by
aircraft. Heathrow partefunds adobe buildings at Hounslow Heath
primary school.

Heathrow Chief Executive Colin Matthews said: "Heathrow is at
the forefront of international efforts to tackle aircraft noise and, as

a result, even though the number of ights has almost doubled
since the 19705, fewer people are affected by noise.

"We will continue to work with airlines, the air-traf c control
company Nats, policymakers and local communities to further
reduce aircraft noise while safeguarding the vital connectivity and
economic growth that Heathrow provides."

"A quieter Heathrow is not about adding new runways at
Heathrow. It sets out important steps that can, and are, being

taken now to reduce aircraft noise. However, Heathrow recognises
that if it is to grow, a comprehensive package ofmeasures to tackle
noise will need to be put forward to ensure there does not have to
be a choice between more ights orless noise. "

Mr Matthews said noise mitigation measures meant that
Heathrow today was signi cantly quieter than it was four decades
ago. Since the early 1970s, when the jet age began, both the area
and the number ofpeople within Heathrow's noise footprint had
fallen around tenfold.

This was despite the fact that during the same period the number
of aircraft using Heathrow each year had nearly doubled and the
number of dwellings within the footprint had also increased signi -
cantly The fall in population within each contour had continued in
recent years, asthe newest generation of aircraft like the A380
"superjumbo" had started to enter service with airlines.

He added that recent research by industryebody Sustainable
Aviation suggested that this trend would continue. lts Noise Road-
Map suggested that by 2050advances in aircraft technology would
allow the number of ights in the UK to double without an
increase in aircraft noise. a

Heathrow airport is to rank airlines according to how noisy
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Noise {from
radio-controlled
rallycross buggies
By Kieran Gayler 0fSharps Redmore

Background
In late 2010, Sharps Redmore was approached for advice by the

operator of a race circuit for 1/8th scale, internal combustion,

radio-controlled rallycross buggies. Since its opening, the circuit

(site 1) at Abberton, Essex had generated a number of noise

complaints from local residents and the local authority had been
investigating the noise nuisance claims. Measurements and an

assessment by Sharps Redmore on a busy competition day in early

2011 unfortunately con rmed that the operation of the site did, or

could, amount to a nuisance and the decision was taken by the

operator to close the circuit to avoid the now almost inevitable

(and probablyjusti able] noise abatement notice The circuit

operator then embarked on an almost two-year long search for a

site, planning application and construction ofa new circuit, in a

considerably less sensitive location (site 2] at Marks Tey, adjacent

to the A12 south west of Colchester. This culminated in the new,

larger circuit being completed and ready for operation in early

2013, the rst competition day taking place in early May. Sharps

Redmore was involved in the entire process and we learnt a lot

about this nitro-fuelled niche sport along the way. This article tells

the story.

The sport
Radio-controlled racing is a popular, if niche, sport across the
world, particularly so in the USA where, as you might expect, the

largest circuits in the world can be found The sport covers various
different scales and power sources, including track and off»road

1/8☁☜, 1/10m and large scale (up to 1/5☁"), powered by batteries
(electric) or internal combustion engines ♥ the fuel forwhich is

normally a nitromethane and methanol mix (☜nitro☝).

The sport is, in effect, governed by an international body, the

International Federation of Model Auto Racing (IFMAR), The
European Federation of Radio Operated Model Automobiles
(EFRA) represents European member countries on IFMAR and the
British Radio Car Association (BRCA) is the UK's governing body

for radio controlled model car racing. Unlike more traditional

motorsport, however, there are no obligations or requirements on
any driver or track/circuit to be licensed, af liated or in any other

way accredited. Most drivers do become members of the BRCA
and most formal tracks, because of the attraction of holding af li-

ated championships (regional, national and European), are af li-

ated with the BRCA. Drivers competing beyond national level (Le.

Figure_2
Single-piston ☜nilro☝

Images from www.Losi.com
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at European championships) do require EFRA licences. At higher

levels, the sport is semi»professional, with the best drivers often

being sponsored by car manufacturers to race their vehicles. Most

of the major manufacturers have dedicated full-time race teams.

The circuits which are the subject of this article are principally

for off-road racing of 1/8th nitro buggies (Figure 1). These are
powered by 2-stroke, single piston engines which typically operate

at up to 40,000 rpm, burning a 25% nitromethane fuel (Figure 2).

Under IFMAR rules, the engines are limited to 0.21 cubic inches
(3.5 cc). The buggies are four-wheel♥drive and, at the high end,
are capable of reaching speeds of up to 75 km/h. Their size is
limited under IFMAR and EFRA rules (Figure 3) and there are

various technical speci cations which must be met, including

limits on wheel and tyre size, body shape and rear wing dimen-
sions and angles.

Noise levels
There is no escaping the fact that these buggies are extremely

noisy, There are no rigorously enforced noise limits in existence

for individual vehicles in the sport, albeit the EFRA handbook
(2013, Appendix 2 ♥ 5.3.1] contains technical speci cations which

include a noise limit for the muf er with INS (Induction Noise
Silencer) box of 83 dB☂s (sic) measured at 10 metres. Assuming
☜Static Noise Test" conditions (BS ISO 5130:2007+A1:2012), this is

equivalent to 109 dB at 0.5 metres. For comparison, Chart 5.18 of
Appendix 1 of the Motor Sport Association Common Regulations

for Competitors: Vehicles, contains the static noise test limits for

UK motorsport, These are shown in Figure 4.
It can be noted that the EFRA limit for the radioecontrolled

buggies (equivalent to 109 dB at 0.5 metres) is actually similar to
the highest of the MSA limits (108 dB for rally cross, single-seater

and sports racing cars; 110 dB for sports libre cars) before taking
account of the fact that the buggies are 1/8th of the size, which
could account for an additional 11 dB (crudely assuming a 10-log
increase with size)!

The exhaust systems do, however, include silencers (Figure 5]

and EFRA operates a system of ☜homologation☝, or approval, of the
silencer systems, producing an annual list of approved systems
for competition. It appears, from the foreword to the 2013

approved muf er list, that EFRA has aspirations to reduce noise

levels by 2014, but it openly acknowledges that ☜manufacturers
have no priority for this", whilst also recognising that the ☜noise
generated is a combination of RPM, INS box, muf er, power,

mechanical noise, clutch system, gearing etc. Only two parts are
controlled by the homologation system," As with all motorsport,
the relationship between a static test value and that produced
under race load conditions on the track is dif cult to de ne and
certainly not uniform.

EFRA rules state that the 83 dB noise limit (for a muf er with
INS box) is to be measured at 10 metres distance and 1 metre high
for a single car. EFRA☁s de nition of a noise level is always nal,
EFRA may noise test any car at any time during the event and,
nally, EFRA noise testing equipment will make all tests regarding

noise levels, Correspondence

with EFRA revealed that the
noise limit has been in place
for 25 years, and has increased

from 81 to 83 dB at some stage,
to re ect theincreased power
of the engines which now also
operate at higher revs than
historically.

EFRA does not specify,
however, how the test should

be carried out, and there is no
reference to any standard for
measurement (ISO 5130, for
example). As EFRA has pointed
out to us in correspondence, it

is dif cult to undertake a true
☜static test☝ of the r/c I)



 

{I buggies, in particular because

        

it is dif cult, if not impossible, to g art 518: Maximum Noise Limits

1101☁? the Simple smgle Plston The [allowing table gives alternative distance readings. (Noise measured in dB(A).)

engines at 3/4 revs (as would be 0 5m 2 0m

requ☁red under ISO 5130) Without Section ☁A' 105 93 CAR RACE (SALOON AND SPORTS CARS)
load on the wheels and the MAXIMUM AT % MAXIMUM RPM

alum☜ engaged 3?☜ the engme Section ☁B' 108 95 CAR RACE (SINGLE SEATER AND SPORTS
wtll. as a result. Simply over-rev It RACING CARS) MAXIMUM AT v. MAXIMUM RPM

should be remembered that Section ' ☁ 100 as STAGE RALLY, AUTDTEST, TRIALS,
these are relatively crude, single MAXIMUM AT 4,500 RPM

iston two-stroke en ines with a SeclIorI ☁ ☁ 93 as ROAD RALLY MAXIMUM AT 1!. MAXIMUM RPMP _ g
glow plug, mechanical servo- Section ' as CCV MAXIMUM AT is MAXIMUM RPM

driven throttle and no 俉160 Section ' ' 96 AUTOCROSS AND RALLYCRoss MAXIMUM
tronics, not sophisticated race AT 5/. MAXIMUM RPM

cars with electronic engine Section ' ☁ HILLCLIMB AND SPRINT MAXIMUM AT ☁1;

management systems and MAXIMUM RPM ☂
rev counters RACING AND SPORTS LIBRE CARS AND CARS

☁ , COMPLYING WITH $.12 AND 5.13
The BRCA does not Impose ALL OTHER CATEGORIES

 

any noise limits and does not
routinely undertake noise testing
at any events. The BRCA tells us W

that it has worked with the MSA
Noise Of cer and various local

 

environmental of cers around England and Wales with varying (ignoring the contribution of engine noise), although it is unclear

results. They have stated a desire for noise to be limited to the how EFRA sees it would be possible to separate the two elements

"low 80s" but have yet to devise a method for measuring and in its testing process.

enforcing this. The BRCA allows itself to default to the worst case, As part of the planning and search for Site 2, we undertook

which is, in its View, the MSA motor sport limits. Furthermore, it measurements ofa typical single buggy. We undertook the meas-

tells us that it has used the static noise test but discovered that urements on the track at site 1 just prior to its closure to provide

almost all ofthe available pipes fail the EFRA speci ed level, base data for future assessment. The measured levels, which were

which brings into question the EFRA homologation and testing subsequently used for the SoundPLAN models developed in the

process, The EFRA limit is, theoretically, for the muf er box only assessment of site 2, are shown in Table 1. I213)
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Since 2004, MSA has provided a bespoke recruitment service to clients and candidates

working in Acoustics, Noise and Vibration. We are the UK☂s niche recruiter within-this

sector, and as a result we have developed a comprehensive understanding of the

industry. We pride ourselves on specialist market knowledge and an honest approach -

we are focused on getting the job done and providing best advice to clients and

candidates alike.

I Candidates
Experienced candidates work with us because they trust us. We don☂t use a ☜scattergun☝ approach in

searching your next position. Our approach is highly consultative, truly listening to your requirements to

ensure a relevant and exciting job fit ♥ notjust reeling off a list of vacancies to ☜shoe horn" you into. At the

same time, we provide pragmatic advice on what is achievable. Work exclusively with us and we will

ensure a targeted approach in helping you to secure your next career move ♥ with confidentiality assured.

    
  

   

      

    
  
  
  
  
  
   

I Recruiters
We are well aware of the perception of recruitment agencies and their approach to CV submissions ♥

☜throw enough mud and some will stick", This outdated method of agency recruiting has never been our

way. We qualify candidates from a technical and personal perspective ♥ learn fit is as important as

technical proficiency. We can provide a creative approach to solving difficult hires, whilst offering honest

advice on salary benchmarking and best case outcomes. Our market knowledge and candidate reach

within this field enables us to be a true Resource Partner.

  

    

   
  
   

  For a confidential discussion call Jim on 0121 421 2975, or e♥mail: i.mcnaughton©msacareerscouk

www.msacareers.co.uk/acoustics-noise-vibration |♥_l
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The variance in the ratio between sound pressure and

sound powerresults from the difference between point source

(static testing), moving point source [acceleration from corner)

and, theoretically, full speed straight line source. Because these are

not standard noise sources to be found in the modelling software☂s

libraries, checks were undertaken in the modelling software,

whereby we modelled a receptor at l-metre from each source to

re ect the measurement position used in the data gathering. We

adjusted the sound power level to achieve the measured sound
pressure level at that point and in doing so, we could be sure that

the models re ected the reality ofwhat we had measured on site.

Figure 6 shows the 1/3 octave spectrum of the static engine

testing level, which was undertaken at maximum revs, as opposed

to being a true static test in accordance with ISO 5130, It can be

seen that the single piston nitro engines do emit tonal noise,

concentrated in the 500Hz and 630Hz 1/3 octave bands (directly

related to the engine speed at 30,000 to 40,000 rpm), This gives the

engines a very distinctive and recognisable sound, which draws

attention to the noise source and can, of itself, enhance the likeli-

hood of complaints. At site 1, many of the nearby residents

described this as a high-pitched whine or buzzing and by one

resident it was compared to the noise made by a mosquito inside

their property.
In addition, smooth acceleration (as might be the case in

Formula 1, for example) is not a feature of competitive r/c nitro
buggy racing. The nature of throttle control in races is, in fact, far

from smooth, Most drivers ☜feather☝ the throttle to pulse fuel

through the system to keep the carburettor clear and deliver

power to the wheels without losing traction on the offeroad
surface (a crude system of traction control). This is enhanced by

the off road nature of the sport, which includes jumps, banked

turns and obstacles to further add to the intermittency of the
engine noise.

Comparison of the locations of sites 1 and 2
Site 1, unfortunately, was never likely to be an acceptable location

for such a high»level noise-generating activity. The track was no
more than 140 metres from the nearest receptor. There were no

other major noise sources in the vicinity, with the local road
through the village being a ☜B☝ road, and not particularly heavily

traf cked, A further disadvantage was the proximity of some large
isolated properties, well away from even the B road through the

village, Background noise levels were relatively low, especially at

the isolated properties, The noise from the track was clearly

audible and disturbing at all locations and there was no masking

effect from any other noise sources. The construction of the track
(with banked edges, but no additional screening) was such that

mitigation options were not readily available, compounded by the

fact that there were receptors in all directions meaning screening

would need to fully enclose the track, making access and visibility
dif cult. The only reasonable conclusion was that the activity
could not continue in this location.

Having closed and dismantled site 1, the client engaged us to
continue advising in the search for an alternative site, a search
which, ultimately, took over a year and the consideration and

crude assessment of several sites ranging from a disused quarry to

an isolated eld in a rural location, before coming across ☜site 2."
Setting aside commercial (rent, availability, access) considera»

tions, which the client successfully resolved, site 2 presented an

opportunity to position the track some distance (minimum 300

metres) from any receptor, A further advantage was that those
nearest receptors were in very close proximity to a major busy

dual carriageway, so background noise levels would be high,
The receptors further away and, as a result, subjected to lower
noise levels from the dual carriageway were separated from the
site by a larger distance, an expanse of agricultural land and a
mainline railway.

Figures 7 and 8 show the locations of the two sites [at the same

scale) for comparison,
The planning application, submitted in August 2011, was for

☜Change of Use of land to form racetrack for remote controlled
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vehicles". This, perhaps obviously, does not fall into any
particular planning use class (i.e. is sui generis). Our noise
assessment followed in October 2011 at the request of the local
planning authority,

Assessment methodology for site 2
In a similar way to mainstream motorsport, there is not an estab-

lished or well-founded method of noise assessment. Noise from
nitro powered radio controlled buggies is a unique and unusual
source of noise and this makes the likelihood of a ☜standar "
method of assessment even less likely. We decided, therefore, to
assess site 2 by reference to the three main methods of noise
assessment used regularly for many other noise sources.
These were:
1. reference to guideline noise levels or absolute thresholds, for

example those contained in the World Health Organisation
(WHO) Guidelines for Community Noise and British Standard

(BS) 8233:1999 ☜Sound insulation and noise reductionfor

buildings", We also, as it is important, set the noise levels and
guidelines into context with the existing noise climate, espe-
cially where that noise climate was already in excess ofthose
guideline values.

2, reference to the existing background noise level (LAM). This is
the method employed by BS 4142:1997 ☜Method for rating
industrial noise affecting mixed residential and industrial areas"
to determine the likelihood of complaints about noise ofl)



  

  

Receptor Luann Luqu LAB-mm

Beside Dual
Carriageway (N) 71" 41'1 71'1

Farmhouse (S) 56.0 48.0 56.6

Village (N) 50.7 41.0 51.1

Opposite Side oi Dual
Carriageway (E) 73☁s 46'4 73☁8

Opposite Side of Dual 68.4 403 68A
Carriageway (NE)

3.

 

(I an industrial nature in commercial premises..," amongst others.
reference to the change in noise level that would result from
the proposal. This would normally be applied to a change in
the level ofan existing source (road traf c, for example), as
opposed to the Change brought about by the addition of a new

noise source. In this case, however, we looked at how the noise
levels from the track would in uence the existing noise climate
(if at all).

Existing noise climate at site 2
Competition race days would generally be held on a Sunday. As
such. noise surveys were undertaken over an entire day on a
Sunday, The measurements were undertaken at two locations:

1. Southern site boundary, approximately 15 metres from the dual

carriageway, to reflect the noise climate at properties fronting
the dual carriageway to the north east.
Northern eld boundary with the railway line, approximately 300

metres from the dual carriageway, to reflect the noise climate at
properties in the village to the north, and the farmhouses a
similar distance from the dual carriageway to the south.

Contributions

The noise levels throughout the survey were dominated by the
dual carriageway. For this reason, noise from the dual carriageway
was also included in the computer modelling.

For information, the existing ambient noise climate. as
surveyed, was between 70 and 73 dB LA☝, ☜I, at position 1 (South)
and between 61 and 65 dB LAN. ml. at position 2 (North).
Background noise levels were between 62 and 68 dB L☜, ,H, at
position 1 and between 56 and 60 dB LN, I☝, at position 2.

 

Noise from cuit operation
Computer model inputs
Noise from the operation of the circuit was modelled using
SoundPLAN software. using the source data obtained from site 1.
Competition days give the worst-case noise levels. Competitions

are an all-day event,with a number of heats during the day,
followed by☜ ", ☜B☝ and, sometimes "C" nals. There would be,

typically, 10 buggies on the track in each heat and lial.
Heats are generally seven minutes long. Laps are both timed

and counted and drivers are given points for both fast lap times
and the number of laps travelled. A seven minute heat does not
usually involve pitestops and most of the buggies can last for up to
10 minutes on a single tank offuel.

Finals are usually run over 20 minutes under the same condi-
tions (European and World Championship nals are run over 40
minutes or one hour]. The winner is determined by who has
travelled the most laps in the least time, with a ☜Time + Final lap"

system (i.e. when the time expires, drivers complete the lap in
progress at that time]. The cars all contain computer transponders
which are detected by relay systems around the track, with a
central computer system analysing the results.

Each source was modelled with the model programmed to the
following (peak hour) operating conditions:
- 2 x 20-minute nals (i.e. track in race-conditions operation for

40 minutes in an hour).
- 10 vehicles compete in each nal.
- Static engine testing/warming-up by 20 competitors (usually on

tables located to the rear of competitor☁s cars/vans in the car
parking area). This would typically be for around ve minutes
by each competitor.

At the time ofthe planning application assessment, the track
layout used for the models was provided to Sharps Redmore by
the client's track designer but was an indicative layout only. The
circuit was modelled, however, with the proposed earth banking
around (to four metres height]. with banked corners to the track.
Alterations to the nal track layout within the four metre high
bunding would be, it was considered, unlikely to affect noise

emissions to any signi cant degree. Indeed. one ofthe advantages
of the track construction (see below) is that the layout can be
recon gured quickly and easily to add variety to the course and

set different challenges to drivers.
The SoundPLAN model results were veri ed against measured

values taken at site 1 at a xed measurement position. a known
distance and unscreened from the track on the race day (similar
operating conditionsl in early 2011.

For the models which included noise emissions from the dual
carriageway. traf c ow data was obtained from the Highways
Agency. These model results were also veri ed against measured
levels from the noise surveys undertaken on site.

The topography of the site and surrounding land was
incorporated into the models using the NextMAP Digital Ground
Model system.

Outputs from the SoundPLAN models are shown in gures 9
and 10.

It was clear from the models that the track. except in clr ☁e
proximity, has relatively little influence on the existing noise
climate. which is dominated by noise from the dual carriageway.
From the models, the calculated results at each receptor point are
shown in Table 2.

Using these calculated levels. the assessment was undertaken
against the various assessment methodologies discussed, Izzy)
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Figure 9. SoundPLAN model 9
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n22) ()ur conclu 'ons were as follows:

I The noise emissions from the site affecting any nearby residena

tial receivers would be well within World Health Organisation

guidelines for community noise, speci cally against the lowest

daytime ☜annoyance☝ threshold. This was also set into context

against an existing noise climate already signi cantly above this

threshold value.
- Changes in noise levels as a result of the introduction of the

proposed facility, at any nearby residential receiver would be

negligible and insigni cant when compared with the noise

levels generated by the dual carriageway. When also taking into

account other noise sources in the vicinity, and measured data,
there would be no change in the existing noisc climate.

- Under a BS 4142»type assessment, the rating noise level from

the proposed facility (including a penalty for tonal noise from

the single piston engines) would be between 3 and 7 dB below

the background noise level at any time of the day on a Sunday at

the most exposed receptors. Whilst not a ☜complaints unlikely"

situation, we took this as an indication that noise complaints

would not be expected given the existing noise environment,

For the ☜BS 4142" assessment, whether the tonal noise

emissions are suf cient to meet the BS 4142 criterion that ☜the

noise conlains a distinguishable, discrete. continuous note" is ques-

tionable in this case. Whilst the noise at source is tonal, the

resultant levels atthe receptors were between 8 and 30 dB less than

the existing ambient noise climate, meaning the tone is actually

very unlikely to be distinguishable, discrete and continuous

Considering the three assessment methodologies individually,

and in combination with each other, we concluded that there was

unlikely to be adverse noise impact, harm or disturbance from the

operation of the proposed facility. A sterner test of the accept-
ability, or otherwise. might have been ifthe assessment had
☜failed☝ on any of the tests, ire. exceeded the WHO guidelines, or

brought about a noticeable change in the existing noise climate,

or shown a likelihood ofcomplaints resulting from a BS 4l42
assessment Our very careful and methodical site selection.
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however, means that the track is some distance from receptors,

the background and ambient noise levels at those receptors are

already high as a result of the adjacent dual carriageway and, as

such, the impact ofthe track is limited in that environment.

Construction process
Planning permission was granted in November 2011, subject to a

number of planning conditions (including pre-commencement
conditions relating to highways, landscaping and earthworks). Of

note in relation to noise emissions, there are conditions limiting

hours of operation, number of events per year and the number of
vehicles allowed to attend each event (referring to competitors'
vehicles rather than the radio controlled buggies).

The track covers an area approximately 150 metres in length

and 50 to 70 metres wide The whole site covers an area ofjust
under 1 hectare.

After discharging a number of pre♥commencement planning

conditions, work to turn this corner of an agricultural eld into a

radio»controlled buggy race track began in lune 2012. Progress
was slow, principally as a result 01 the wet Slimmer of 2012

hampering the necessary import of almost 25,000 tonnes of soil
(which may otherwise have gone to land ll) to form the track bed
and banking. The banking is up to 4.5 to 5 metres high and
approximately 15 metres wide at the base and 6 metres wide at the

crest (Figure 11). This performs an acoustic screening function as

well asproviding the banked corners for the tracks The internal

track bed was then covered in arti cial grass (Figure 12) ♥☜astro♥
turf" recovered and recycled from several local authority sports
pitches which were being re♥laid.

The drivers' rostrum (elevated above the track) and other facili-

ties are formed from shipping containers and other reusable

portable buildings, Much of the track edging is formed from waste

tyres. Construction was completed in December 2012, and, with a

slight delay for the winter weather. nal touches were added in

early 2013 and the rst buggies were run round the track in early
spring Competitive racing began in May 2013, although take-up

for race days has been slow as a result of the delayed opening I:



a (meaning drivers had already booked into summer race seasons

at other national facilities). -

Surveys after opening
Beyond veri cation of the limetre distance source levels, we have

been unable to undertake surveys to check the levels in reality

against modelled values. When site 2 became operational, it was
our intention to undertake surveys to assist in future similar

projects. However, because of the delayed opening of the site,
many potential competitors had already booked into summer race

seasons at other national facilities and take-up of the competition
days has, so far, been slow. What we have foundis that, because of
the high background levels generated by the adjacent dual
carriageway, nding a measurement position where noise from
the track is discernible, or measurable, has so far proved impos-

sible. This may be made easier during a fully♥booked competition

day (10 cars on the track at a time), although we are doubtful.

We identi ed, from the models, that a position 50 metres to the

north of the track would give a worst-case track level (LAeq)
approximately equivalent to that from the dual carriageway (so we

could identify at least a measurable change in the ambient level
with the track operating). In closer proximity, noise from the dual

carriageway becomes dominant, and at further distances, noise
from the track becomes too low a level to measure reliably. Our

attempts to measure noise from the track in isolation from the
high background noise levels from the dual carriageway have, as a
result of the combination of factors mentioned above, not proved
successful so far.

It can be assumed, however, that the propagation of sound over

the terrain modelled is as accurate as it can be in the modelling
software, so the accuracy of the models is, to a large extent,

dependent on the correct input data and assumptions. We veri ed

the source data obtained at l-rnetre against the original models
using measurements from the previous operation site IE)
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(site I). An advantage of this project was the ability to

measure at the previous site to inform future models. For many

projects this would not be a possibility.

Lessons learned/further work required
- Site selection is key. These facilities are unlikely to be acceptable

in a quiet rural area, or in low background levels, or in close

proximity to receptors. Isolation is not necessarily easy in the

UK, but the rst port of call must be separation from receptors.

0 More work is needed by the governing bodies on noise limits

and monitoring Such work is currently sketchy or nonexistent

and not supported by any substantive research it appears.

- More effective ☜at source" noise control might begin to make the

location of these facilities closer to receptors, in lower back♥

ground noise environments, more acceptable

0 The assumptions in the models are critical (i.e. the number of

cars, their levels, on-time, etc.). As with any modelling or calcu-

lation exercise, the quality of the inputs dictates the reliability of

the outputs
- No single assessment methodology is appropriate in isolation

and a judgement has to be made on which of the recognised

generic methodologies are applied in individual circumstances.

- The veri cation of the noise models, as discussed, has proved

Wind {turbine noise
Good Pidoiioe
Guide ♥ 'illlie good
and the bdd'
By Dick Bawdler

on the presentations at the meeting in Bristol in May

Regrettably I was unable to attend so I did not hear at rstv

hand what I am told was a "lively discussion☝.

I have written at length in this publication and elsewhere of my

concern that the IDA should not have taken on the writing of the

Good Practice Guide (GPG) on the terms agreed with DECC e

particularly the ban on consideration of the limits. Richard's

comments at the wind farm meeting in January 2012 that the work

of the group ☜would be in vain if government did not feel they could

endorse it at the end of the day" expresses a position that I do not

feel the Institute should be proud of and will leave a perception in

some minds that we are not independent. I am disappointed that

the Institute does not feel strong enough professionally to take on a

technical task that might result in some criticism of government

guidance. Indeed, I am disappointed that the Institute is not up in

the front helping formulate government policy on noise. The noise

limits for wind farms are in need of fundamental review. Until they

are looked at properly there will be no consensus on how we can

progress renewable energl of all kinds in a sustainable way.

But enough of that What of the CFO and, since there was a

lively discussion, some of the criticism?
Technically the document will be very useful and should reduce

considerably the number of disputes on technical matters in wind

farm applications and at public inquiries. I have already quoted it
in several reports dealing with wind farm noise assessments. In

two public inquiries, to my knowledge, inspectors have come back
after an inquiry is nished and asked for comments from the

parties on how the GPG might affect the evidence already given.
Sections 2.2 to 2.5 of the CFO provide very helpful clari cation

of the background noise measurement procedure. In the past this

]In the last issue ofAcoustics Bulletin Richard Perkins reported
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dif cult other than at close quarters. We are continuing to work
on this aspect and hope to arrive at a suitable measurement

process in due Course This could potentially be during the
winter race series where the operator is hoping to attract larger

numbers of competitors to the all-weather track (many similar
tracks close in the winter). a

has often been a source of argument at public inquiries. In some

cases the background noise levels have been rejected as being
unreliable and, in at least one case, a public inquiry has been

adjourned to allow for proper background noise levels to be estab»

lished. These sections should minimise such argument. Section

216 gives detail of wind measurement procedures It is particularly

useful in starting to ensure wind measurements are as accurate as
the sound measurements. Up till now, there has been no control

over the accuracy of the wind measurement and few ways of

checking whether it is reliable. Sections 2.7 to 2.9 also clarify the
position by tightening up the requirements for data collection.

Section 3.] expands on ETSU-R-97, in particular the use of

directional analysis. This has arisen in public inquiries in the past

and this section formalises its use. Section 4 establishes the

procedure for turbine noise prediction. This is largely a con rma-
tion and an extension ofa procedure already used in most noise

assessments ♥ but not all ♥ and it will formalise the position and

hopefully reduce debate on speci c projects. The one criticism i
have is that the matter of ☜warranted☝ noise levels should have

been better clari ed. The use of "warranted" levels was found to
be inadequate following the ☜Bulletin Article Method" in 2009 and

though there is some more explanation it is still not adequate.
Perhaps one ofthe most useful pieces of analysis is section 5

which discusses the contentious area of cumulative noise. Whilst

it offers little in the way of solutions that is not a criticism

because, as many of us have discovered, there is no solution in

many cases. Interestingly we may be about to get a policy

decision from both Scottish and Westminster governments on this
as Harelaw in Scotland is to be decided by Scottish Ministers and
Turncole in Essex has been recovered by the Secretary of State
because of the importance of the arguments to government policy

The main arguments in both cases were cumulative issues, though

not only in the case of noise.
But what of the GPG☁s de ciencies? The biggest is the loose

drafting which will inevitably result in arguments about, not the
technical content, but the interpretation. At consultation stage I
suggested it was far, far too long Even though it is now half the
length it is still far, far too long. The longer it is the more dif cult
it is to draft it tightly and unambiguously. Let me give a few
examples of what I mean:
- The excellent section 2.5 is spoilt by the wording of the rst

paragraph 7 ☜the following guidelines are offered": Offered?
Does this mean ☜for your consideration"? Why can it not say
☜We recommend that:☝ or ☜Best practice is:" I:



  
Contributions

 

Turbine noise levels are plotted against siandardised 1 m wind speed

 

o a Section 3.1.20 says: Where a noise limit is required at higher
wind speeds, it should be restricted to the highest derived point.

A dispute as to what this means has already arisen at public
inquiry in June 2013. What the GPG says is that the noise LIMIT
should be restricted to the highest BACKGROUND NOISE LEVEL
♥ not to background noise plus SdB. Does it really mean this?

- Section 3.2.4 records current practice in establishing day time
limits. Does this mean current bad practice or good practice? It

does not say, it only says what current practice is. Indeed some

of it is contrary to ETSU-R87 so presumably it is bad practice.
If the GPG is not going to make a positive recommendation then
it should say nothing

Finally, let me deal with what appears to be the main objection.
This is the introduction ofthe ☜standardised☝ 10m wind speed
instead of the "measured" 10m wind speed for background noise.

As I understand it, REFS objection to the wind shear method
(which was rst put forward in the Bulletin article in March/April

2009) comes from Mike Stigwood's analysis In principle he argues
that the "article" method gives less protection than the "ETSU"
method. I'll come to that in a minute but the main point in
making the change was to put right something that was techni-
cally and scienti cally inaccurate.

Turbine noise levels are plotted against standardised 10m wind
speed because that is how their sound powerlevels are described
under IEC61400. In other words, they are plotted against the hub

height wind speed divided by a xed gure dependent on the hub
height. So ve or 10 years ago, when we plotted turbine noise and
background noise on the same graph, the turbine noise was

plotted against standardised 10m wind speed but the background

noise was plotted against measured at 10m. In high wind shear
conditions, as Mike Stigwood rightly points out, the measured
10m wind speed might be 3m/s but the standardised 10m wind
speed might be 5m/s ♥ we had apples and pears on the X♥axis v so

the two curves simply could not be compared. Hence, the GPG
proposes that background noise should be plotted against ☜stan-

dardised☝ wind speed so that it relates properly to the turbine
noise plot and so we only have apples on the X♥axis. Of course the

group could equally have changed the turbine noise to measured
10m wind speed and left the background noise at measured 10m
so they only had pears on the X-axis.

Mike☁s argument against this can be found on his website and a
summary is at: http://www.masenv.co.uk/uploadsl
Summary%20ETSU%2010A%ZOarticle.pdf

Mike perpetuates the original scienti c inaccuracy. Let me
refer to gure 3 in his summary, He shows a curve for turbine
noise limit plotted against wind speed. Presumably it is 10m wind

speed, though it does not say. If it is he does not say whether it is
measured 10m wind speed or standardised 10m wind speed. That

is convenient because the green broken line assumes the X-axis is

measured wind speed and the blue broken line assumes the X-axis

is standardised wind speed. He has apples and pears on the X-axis

so technically and scienti cally it is wrong ♥ the green and blue
lines simply cannot be compared.

Does the GPG method give worse protection to residents than

the "ETSU" method? The situation is that the "ETSU" method

understated protection when wind shear was greater than the
standard wind shear of about m=0.16. This is just the same as
ETSU understating impact when background noise is less than the
average background noise. The GPG method understates protec♥
tion when the wind shear is greater than the average wind shear
during the monitoring period. In effect, the wind shear is averaged
together with the background noise level. Whether that is the right
or wrong way of doing it is another argument.

In conclusion, as far as it goes, the GPG will make a helpful
contribution to good practice in turbine noise assessments. It will
prevent some of the commonest arguments at public inquiry ♥ or

at least make it clear which party is right. Unfortunately I think the

loose drafting will introduce a different set of arguments about
interpretation and eventually the question of limits will have to
be addressed. 0
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The highs and ows
o domestic sound
insulation
By Dal/id Trew and Tomasz Galikowski ofBickerdike

Allen Partners, London

Introduction
This article is composed of two parts. The rst discusses the
design standards currently being used to set increasingly high
standards ofsound insulation. Building Regulations minimum
sound insulation performance standards are rapidly going out of
fashion as higher acoustic standards are frequently required as

part of various sustainability requirements. These include the

☜voluntary☝ Code for Sustainable Homes credits and the Bronze,

Silver and Gold sustainability scores for sound insulation available
within the Scottish Building Standards.

Part two discusses problems and potential solutions associated

with the low levels of sound insulation which is unfortunately
prevalent in the existing housing stock. Baxter and Mills appeared

to have removed a remedy for those suffering in dwellings with
very poor levels of sound insulation. This part of the article will

present a typical case study of some ☜problem ats☝ and discusses
a potential remedy through the Housing Health and Safety
Rating system.

The highs
Introduction
The current regulatory minimum sound insulation performance

standards are presented below along with higher acoustic
performance standards available for optional credits for sustain-
ability rating systems.

English Building Regulations ♥ Approved Document E (2003)
The Approved Document E' numerical performance standards to
be achieved for newly built or converted dwellings are shown in
see Table 1,

Code for Sustainable Homes
The Code for Sustainable Homes (CfSH)2 is an environmental

assessment method for rating and certifying the performance of
homes. It covers nine categories, each containing various environ-

mental issues. Sound insulation is part of Health and Pollution

category and its aim is ☜to promote the provision of improved

sound insulation to reduce likelihood of noise complaints from
neighbours☝. Optional credits are awarded when the sound insula»
tion performance surpasses the performance set out in Approved

Document E, See Table 2.

Scottish Building Regulations ♥ Technical Handbook (201 1)

Part 5: Noise
Technical Handbook Section 5: Noise3 is one of six categories
covered by the Domestic Building Regulations for Scotland. The
current numerical performance standards for new build and
conversions are set out in Table 3.

Section 7 ofthe handbook (Sustainability) makes it possible for
developers or planning authorities to pursue higher performance
standards of categories ("Aspects") covered by the Technical
Handbook. A certi cation scheme is introduced based on three
core Sustainability Levels known as Bronze, Silver and Gold levels.

In order for the building to be recognized as achieving any of
these levels, all aspects under that particular level must be met.

Sound insulation is part ofWell-being and Security Aspect. The
performance standards quoted in Table 3 are treated as
benchmark levels [Bronze level). Silver and Gold require that the

sound insulation performance of separating partition is 2 dB and
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4 dB better than that of the benchmark standard, respectively.
Table 4 summarizes the performance levels.

Comments
The introduction of pre-completion sound insulation testing and
Robust Details has had a signi cant bene t with regards to
demonstrating compliance with regulatory sound insulation
performance standards. There are various example constructions
available (such as those in Approved Document E and those

presented the Robust Details manual) to assist designers to
comply with the performance standards required for new-build
homes. The designs can, ifbuilt correctly, consistently achieve

current regulatory minimum performance standards. The design
details provide a margin of safety, albeit limited, to accommodate
variations in performance from site to site, room geometry and to
account for measurement uncertainty to some degree. Some faults

in workmanship or detailing can also be accommodated with a
relatively low risk of a failed sound test.

However, in the authors☂ experience these regulatory minimum
standards are rapidly going out of fashion. Higher acoustic
performance standards are now becoming the norm for many
new-build developments. Not all of the example constructions
designed to meet minimum regulatory standards have the safety

margin required to consistently achieve the higher performance
standards. A commitment to achieve higher performance
standards across a development, to meet sustainability targets,
therefore substantially increases the risk of failed sound tests.

New construction details are continually being developed to
provide higher acoustic standards. However those which can
routinely achieve the highest onesite requirements are thin on the
ground. This creates problems when commitments to achieve these

highest standards are made early on in the design stage without
appreciating the design constraints and practical implications for
designers and contractors to achieve these standards consistently.

The lows
Introduction
This article now presents examples of very poor standards of sound
insulation in existing housing stock and investigates the Housing
Health and Safety Rating System (HHSRS)☁ as a potential mechanism
to address this issue. There are many examples of newly constructed
or newly converted dwellings with poor standards of sound insula-
tion. It is expected that the Building Control and/or property
warranty system is available as a remedy for these. This article
focuses on older properties normally constructed well before any
Building Regulations minimum acoustic standards.

Pre 1998 - Statutory nuisance provisions of Sections 80 and
82 of Environmental Protection Act 1990
Prior to 1998 local authorities could deal with complaints about
poor domestic sound insulation by serving abatement notices
requiring remedial works, under 580 of the Environmental

Protection Act (EPA). However, the Baxter and Mills5 judgment
involving two separate cases of poor sound insulation prevented
many authorities using this mechanism for remedial measures.

1998-2006 ♥Statutory nuisance provisions of Section 79 of
Environmental Protection Act 1990
Despite the judgment and the precedent set by the Baxter and
Mills cases, there are records that notices were still being served

using the ☜prejudicial to health" Section 79 limb of the EPA.
A second judgment, Vella 2005☁, tested the use of the ☜prejudi-

cial to health" limb of the EPA. This case failed and had a similar
impact of preventing the EPA being used as a mechanism to
remedy ats with very poor standards of sound insulation.

The case and the judgment acknowledged that improvements
were available on the horizon ☜Parliament has provided for a
separate statutory code under which local authorities have express
powers and in the most serious cases duties to deal with sound
insulation. Inaddition, government has, by means of the decent
homes standard, introduced a scheme by which planned I:
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Example reference Details

14.1 ODPM Worked

E mated acoustic perform♥
ancen] HHSRS Rating and category

Environmental noise only ♥ Poor single glazed traditional sash
windows. Busy road on one facade. Main line rail on 2445- B

e ggl☁ezo _ the other. Environmentaldnoi will interfere with activities and N/A for sound insulation Category 1 Enforcement required
istu 5 step

14.1 ODPM 19605 conversion. Terraced house to ats. Party floors acceptable Wan 4o Dun 815 - D
Worked examples V2 ♥ sound insulation. Basic timber stud partition between living room 33 as D +☁c D Cat 2

March 2004 and bedroom of neighboring at is poor. nT.w u Enforcement optional

19705 conversion. Terraced house to ats. Party oors 225 joists. Hm" 45 DaT-w 49
13202 'jACORséggf 18mm oor boards, lath and plaster veiling. No insulation. No 39 d8 Dummy H+ cm 2

" mum pugging. Little external noise. Flats stacked equally. Carpet. 51 mg L Enforcement optional
☁rl' w

_ , I Floor 39 :18 0,1,, 815
14.03 LACROSIBCC Converted house. Basrc timber separatin oor. No carpets. No 32 as D +0; D cm ?
V2 ♥ January 2007 insulation. Planomoaxl and s im coiling 71 dB 1-7;" ' ☂

Enforcement optionalurw

Table 5 HHSFlS Worked examples

 

{[23 detailed guidance on how to assess the risks associated with
noise impacts.

There are many guidance documents which included worked
examples. such as those produced by the Of ce of the Deputy
Prime Minister (ODPM)7 when the HHSRS system was launched.
In addition to this, Local Authorities Coordinators of Regulatory
Services (LACORS)a provide a useful selection ofworked examples
to guide inspectors making objective assessments ofhealth and

safety risk. From these sources there are four noisc worked
examples which are summarised in the Table 5.

The above worked examples suggest that high levels of
anonymous external transportation noise can be rated as a
Category 1 Hazard triggering enforcement action. Conversely, high
levels of noise from neighboring ats through very basic sepa-
rating wall or oor constructions are only rated as a Category 2
Hazard reducing the likelihood of enforcement action. In the

authors☂ opinion neighbour noise through very poorlyperforming
walls and oors presents an equal if not higher health risk than
external environmental noise.

Useful evidence based benchmark standards are presented in
the document Housing and sound insulation☜ which presents a
rating system known as the Occupant Equivalent Rating (OER)

system. This was based on more 800 interviews and measure-
ments taken over a wide range of dwellings. This system uses 3 dB

bands to rate the sound insulation between A* (excellent) to G

(intolerable) and can be seen in Table 6.
This system would rate the sound insulation performance of

worked examples 14.1 and 14.03 as ☜intolerable☝. However, the

HHSRS worked example ratings marginally falls short of the
threshold for a Category 1 Hazard reducing the likelihood of
enforcement action.

Existing use ofHHSRS
A summary of the current use of HHSRS both generally and in
relation to noise hazards has been summarised by Kayani'☜. A 2011

review found that less than 10% of dwellings with Category 1

Hazards were dealt with in any year. A 2010 study from
Noisedirect" used Freedom of information Requests to 98 local
authorities in London and the South East to provide an indication
of how frequently HHSRS is used for noise hazards. Only 5% of the
89 respondents had taken enforcement action and only four
notices (including 1 Hazard Awareness Notice) were served.

This research was limited to London and the South East. Bristol
City Council is more proactive in the implementation of the
HHSRS. It is understood that the current approach, if the problem
cannot be resolved informally, is to use Hazard Awareness Notices

under the Housing Act 2004 for both Category 1 and Category 2
noise hazards, with around 10-12 notices sewed to date.

Typical case study♥eviction notice
Legal proceedings had begun for 21 possession order in relation to
residents in a purpose built mansion block flats. Complaints had

a) ) ) Acoustics Bulletin September/October 2013 

Occupant Equivalent R ng (OER)
tor airborne sound insulation Al'bume pe ormance dB D""☁

Table 6. OER Ratings for airborne sound insulation

been received regarding noise disturbance through a separating
floor. Bickerdike Allen was requested to provide an opinion on the
level of sound insulation.

The separating oor comprised a basic timber oor with plas-
terboard ceiling. No opening up works were carried out and no
details were available regarding the construction of the oor.
Based on the results ofthe testing, it is unlikely that there was any
absorbing material insulation and/or pugging in the oor. The
property was likely to have been constructed with lath and plaster
ceilings which had subsequently been replaced with plasterboard
during refurbishment works.

The average airborne result was around 42 dB DnmW and 34 dB
DnTW+C". Floor nishes could not be removed. The impact results
on the floor nish varied from 37 dB lintW on a carpet to around 71
dB [1Mw on vinyl. The performance on the bare oor will have
been higher than 71 dB L'ntw.

The sound insulation was found, unsurprisingly, to be poor
with normal domestic behaviour likely tocause signi cant distur-
bance to other occupants. The performance would be rated as
"intolerable" using the OER rating system.

Commentary on case study
The HHSRS system was not used in the above case. Based on the
guidance currently available. this case is very similar to worked
example reference 14.03. This example is marginally below the
threshold for a Category 1 hazard and enforcement action would be
optional. An inspector carrying out an assessment of this property.
using the worked examples for guidance. is likely to have come to a
similar conclusion. Le. a Category 2 hazard. If enforcement action I)

 



a had been made this would have included expensive remedial
work andcould set a precedent for other similar properties in
the area.

It is suggested that these "intolerable" OER objective thresholds

could be used to test for a Category 1 Hazard. This is in addition to
other variables such as stacking arrangements, plumbing noise.
noise from communal areas and external noise intrusion.
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could also reduce expensive legal disputes involving arguably
unnecessary evictions and possession orders where normal
domestic behavior is resulting in intolerable living conditions. 0
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Noise in the printing industry:
then and now

By Emma Shanks, research scientist with the Noise and Vibration Team at the Health & Safety Laboratory

and incurable. Just like other industries, workers go deaf in

noisy workplaces. But the issue of noise in the workplace,

any workplace, is often thought of as ☜dealt with☝. "Not so", says the

regulator, the Health 8: Safety Executive (HSE).

In April 2006 the Control of Noise at Work Regulations

(CoNaWR) 2005 came into force, updating the Noise at Work

Regulations 1989. The CoNaW'R 2005 were born of a European

Union Directive requiring equivalent basic laws throughout the

Union on protecting workers from the risks caused by noise.

Between 1985 and 1994, HSE collected and studied noise data

from the printing industry, spanning the introduction of the 1989

regulations, to inform industry speci c guidance Following the

introduction of the 2005 regulations, HSE set about revising its

industry speci c guidance. including that for the printing

industry. Between March 2010 and July 2011, eight different
printing premises volunteered their sites to HSE to allow

workplace noise measurements to take place, via the British

Printing Industries Federation [BPIF) and the Newspaper

Publishers Association (NPA). These measurements included

personal dosimetry (where microphones are tted to workers and

monitor noise exposures throughout the day), spot measurements

(short duration measurements at xed locations around a

premises), discussions with employees and managers and investi-

gating the machinery and its associated documentation. This

article compares and discusses the actual noise levels, then, and

now, identi es thenoisy and quiet processes and also looks at

some of the changes that have occurred in the industry that have
affected the noise levels.

Hearing damage caused by exposure to noise is permanent

Brief overview of different printing processes
There are generally six main printing processes, distinguished by

the method of image transfer and by the general type of image

carrier employed Image transfer can be direct or indirect

(commonly known as ☜offset"). They are:
Lithography (off set/ planographic)
Flexography (direct/ relief)
Gravure (direct/intaglio) 7 also sometimes referred to as roto-gravure
Letterpress (direct/relief)
Screen printing (direct)
Digital printing.F
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Presses can be sheet fed (individual sheets of substrate) or web

fed (reels of substrate). When direct printing, the image is trans-
ferred directly from the image carrier to the substrate. When
indirect. or offset. printing, the image is rst transferred from the

image carrier to the blanket cylinder and then to the substrate.
Image carriers (or plates) can generally be classi ed as one of

four types:
1. Relief♥ the image or printing area is raised above the non-

image areas
2. Planographic 7 the image and non-image areas are on the same

plane, de ned by differing physiochemical properties
3. Intaglio ♥ the nonprinting area is at a common surface level

with the substrate while the printing area, which consists of
minute etched or engraved wells of differing depth and/or size,

is recessed
4. Screen e the image is transferred to the substrate by pushing

ink through a porous mesh which carries the pictorial 0r typo-

graphic image.

Data collection 2010 to 2011
Two methods of noise measurement were used during the eight
site Visits in 2010 to 2011:
1. Logging personal dosemeters/dose badge
2. Handheld sound level meter with frequencyanalysis capabilities.

The dosimeters and dose badge were used for the personal
dosimetly whilst the sound level meter was used for the spot

measurements. All three devices logged two keyinformation sets:

- A-weighted decibel values (LAW), used to assess noise exposures
over a full working day (LEW)

o C-weighted decibel values (chk), used to assess risks from single

noise events such as ☁bangs☁ and ☁crashes☂.

The collected chk data showed no hazardous levels and was
not is used in further analysis.

Data collection 1985 t01994
In the nine year period 1985 to 1994, data on noise levels in the

printing industry were gathered through a combination of site

Visits, workplace noise measurements and company risk assess-
ments. The data used in this article are extracted from HSE
exposure databases of these measurements. It is worth notingu
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n that during this period the Noise at Work Regulations 1989
were introduced.

What the numbers say
The data were split into LAeq☁s and Lam's. Comparisons were made
for each parameter between the 1985 to 1994 data and the 2010 to
2011 data in the form of frequency distribution plots. The plots for
each comparison are shown in Figures 1 and 2. The number of

data points for each data set is shown in brackets.
From Figure 1 it is possible to see that for both data sets there

are two separate areas where the frequency distribution is
populated Taking the median l.Aeq values, the data indicate that
reductions of around 6dB have been achieved in the Aeweighted
noise levels, from 90dB to 84dB. For noise levels in the 95-105dB

range, the 2010 to 201l data are known to be attributable to just

one of the eight sites visited. This particular site had an old
printing press shoehorned into an inappropriate building where
any noise generated by the machinery was re ected off the
surfaces of the enclosed space occupied bythe press, creating an
excessively noisy work environment The presence of data in the
95-105dB range for 1985 to 1994, from multiple sites, would

suggest that high noise levels existed in the industry in the 1985 to
1994 period, but were not necessarily typical.

From Figure 2, and using the median LEE,d values, the data
indicate that reductions in personal noise exposure of around 6dB
have beenachieved, from 90dB to 84dB. In the period 1985 to
1994 a print industry worker was likely to have an LERd in the
region of90♥93dB, whereas now it is more likely to be in the
region of 82♥85dB. This is still high, between the lower and
upper exposure action values ofthe CoNaWR 2005 (80dB and
85dB LEEd respectively), but nonetheless an improvement on 20 or

so years earlier.

What☂s noisy, what☂s not ♥ 1985 to 1994
The majority of Aeweighted data (LAeq) were gathered in press halls
either at operator consoles or between the print heads of the
machines, all of which were of the web fed offset variety [litho-

graphic].A number of different machine manufacturers were

identi ed: Harris, Mueller, Fairchild, L&M, 6055, Baker Perkins,

Crabtree/Vickers. The rst two were most prevalent in the typical
noise range of 85♥91dB whilst thelast three were most prevalent in
the high noise range of 957105dB. Operations associated with
noise levels below 85dB, were guillotining or with print machines
that had received some form of noise control, for example

shielding of the noisy components.
The personal noise exposure data (Lm) came exclusively from

press hallsi Most noticeable was the inclusion of gravure presses,

not seen at all in the LAeq data. The LEm range associated with
gravure presses was 84791dB. The rest of the LEEd data was for web
fed offset processes.

W! Leaky air nozzle
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What☂s noisy, what☂s not ♥ 2010 to 201 1
The spot measurements reveal the particularly quiet places and
processes (as well as the noisy ones of course), but also allow the
identi cation of particular contributors to the general noise envi-
ronment. The chief culprit of unnecessary additional noise in a
work environment was compressed air leakage. Compressed air is

used extensively in modern printing processes, and, unchecked,
can add a large amount of high frequency noise to a work place.
Several examples were encountered during the eight site visits,
three shown in Figures 3, 4 and 5. LAeq data showed that the leaky
air could add up to 5dB to the local working environment; an
unnecessary additioni

A lack of simple maintenance was also a major contributor to
extraneous noise in the work environment. One example, shown
in Figures 6 and 7, was the cover of a waste chute on a press. The
press was fully powered down and undergoing cleaning mainte
nance, but the waste chute was still powered. At ground level, a
panel covering part of the chute was rattling; closer inspection of
the panel revealed it was missing two xing boltsi Replacing the
missing bolts and xing the panel in position would reduce the
rattling from the panel. Moreover, turning off the waste chute
when it is not in use would help reduce general noise levels.

The personal noise exposure data were generally split into
three broad activities: press, reel hands, and all post-press
processing (gluing, folding, cutting, laminating, despatch etc)i
Reel stand noise exposure was variable and appeared dependent
on a number of factors including how the press had been installed
within the building, how new the equipment was and any noise
controls in place. For example, a relatively new installation, in a
custom modi ed building with reel stands in acoustic enclosures
(Figure 8), gave a reel hand an LEW of 76dB. However, an old press
with no acoustic treatment, shoe-horned into an existing concrete

and steel structure (Figure 9), gave a reel hand an LEnd of 86dB.
L m☁s associated with post-press activities varied between 79dB

to 87dB and it didn't seem to matter if the activities were part of a
full cycle of virgin paper to nished product, or whether the sole
specialist activity of a single premises. Exposures seemed to be
dependent on particular machines being noisy, and their location
within the work environment, rather than a particular process
being noisy The comment "oh, that machine's always been a bit
noisier than the others" was often heard muttered in the post-
press environment during the eight site visits. One post»press
process that stood out from the rest, with an ear-splitting LEm of
93dB, was the jet washing of silk screensi This process was carried
out in a tiny, enclosed room, by one person.

At seven of the eight sites visited, exposures due to the actual

printing process ranged from 80dB to 87dB. The higher exposures

were generally attributable to web fed tower presses, used for
newspapers, telephone directories and the like. Exposures at the
eighth site ranged from 89dB t0 94dB, also a tower press, but in a
totally unsuitable building, with poor noise control. mm

mm Leaky air attachment point
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Is it quieter in the printing industry?
Noise levels in general have been lowered since the 198571994

period; people☁s exposures appear to be lower now than they used

to be But is the numerical data a bit of a red herring?

Where people physically work is generally quieter, And some

progress has been made to make machines quieter, either by

design, which is preferable, or through some other noise control

method. Some traditional pre-production processes are now elec-

tronic or computerised, instead of mechanical, meaning that

some noisy processes have disappeared entirely.
But there has also been huge change in the printing industry

since the 19805 and 1990s The advent of direct mail has seen the

growth of a whole new branch of the industry. Similarly, online

form lling, for example, for passport applications, has also grown

with the explosion of the internet. At the end of both of these
processes, forms and advertising materials still need printing

somewhere! And the machinery can still be noisy
There seems to have been a shift in the popularity of certain
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print processes. Of the eight sites visited during 2010 to 2011,
lithographic printing was by far the most prevalent method,
whereas the 1985 to 1994 data suggests gravure printing was
most prevalent.

So, taken in context, the numerical data paints a rosier picture
for noise in the printing industry today than it did a quarter of a
century ago. But more can still be done. a

 

This the rst in a series of four reports from HSE about noise in

the printing industry following the introduction of the Control of
Noise at Work Regulations 2005, based on evidence gathered for

the review of the print industry guidance on noise. The remaining
three reports, Noise levels: high and low, which processes☜, Noise
control in the printing industry, and Printing industry equipment
standards and noise: declaration and residual risk information, are

due to be published next year. All will be available for viewing in a
new section on noise in the printing industry of the HSE website

www.hse.gov.uk



 

JIt's Wright
on {for top
apprentice
Chris

hrisWright, an apprentice at

☁l Acoustical Control Engineers. has been

named as overall apprentice learner of

the year at Cambridge Regional College,

where he undertakes some of his studies

together with further training at West Anglia
Training Association.

Chris, aged 21 is one of two apprentices at

the company learning how to manufacture a
wide range of noise and vibration control
engineering products such as attenuators,

louvres, enclosures and vibration isolators.

01111;☝ G MIL

, i {an amine: ,

ChrisJeceives☁his_award rom☁Fieza Assadi, Programme Area
Malager☁iorEngineeringzagiambridgwgima ip ege

Richard Collman, Managing Director, said:
"Congratulations to Chris on a great start to

 

what we hope will be a long, stimulating and
enjoyable career in acoustics." a

 

Airbus acquires Briiel 8: Kier
ramp noise test system
irbus has acquired a 250-channel

ABr el & Kjaer PULSE data acquisition
system for multi-purpose noise and

vibration testing.
Airbus☂s rst use of the system will be for

ramp noise compliance testing of its jetliner
family of aircraft. Ramp noise testing
evaluates and reduces the noise exposure of

maintenance personnel and passengers

boarding/disembarking the aircraft. The
primary noise sources arise from Auxiliary

Power Units (APUs). air cycle machines
(packs) and brake fans,

Airbus☂s new system will support many

other activities within the noise and vibration

evaluation processes It is based on Br el &
Kjeer's standard PULSE LAN-XI Data
Acquisition Hardware and PULSE Re ex post♥

processing analysis platform 7 both commer-
cial-off♥the♥shelf systems

PULSE LAN♥XI Data Acquisition Hardware

is a modular system, which allows individual
modules to be freely used as stand♥alone
fronteends or collected together into frame-

based con gurations, They can also be
distributed throughout A or around ♥ an
aircraft and connected together with single
LAN cables for synchronised results. More
channels can be easily added as necessary♥

and systems can be divided into smaller ones

Skytold turns on the Style
ior Teleionica Digital

the 100m installation of its Skyfold vertical-
folding moveable wall, at Telefonica

Digital's head of ce in central London,
A partitioning system that stores in the ceiling

cavity, Skyfold boastsRw56dB, which, Style says,

allows people on one side of the partition to
enjoy almost complete privacy once it is locked

into place, even when a relatively noisy activity is
taking place directly on the other side

Unlike traditional folding walls, Skyfold has a

Partitioning specialist Style has completed dual-wall construction, providing a void space

between the panel faces, allowing increased
acoustic performance and not relying on mass to
restrict the passage of sound,

Style is the sole UK supplier of Skyfold, which

has been installed in a wide variety of locations
including schools, commercial of ces, hotels

and universities
For more details go to www.style-

partitions.co.uk . email sales@style-

partitions.co.uk or ring 01202 874044. 0

  

of any size,
For more details visit www.hksv.com a
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Is this the world's quietest
wind turbine?
n Australian company has made the rst

Alcommercial installation of what it says
☁5 the world☂s quietest wind turbine.

The Eco Whisper has a unique 30-blade
design which, says Renewable Energy
Solutions Australia [RESA), provides more

surface to catch the wind than the traditional
three-blade turbine.

This allows the turbine to extract more
energy [up to 30 per cent) at lower rotational
speeds, which party reduces the noise that
it produces.

It has a cowl along the circumference to
reduce blade tip noise and power loss caused
by turbulence at the blade tips. Another cowl
halfway between the blade tips and the hub
improves mechanical stability.

The hub includes a directedrive axial ux

permanent magnet alternator; the lack of
gear helps reduce costs, complexity and
mechanical noise.

As an added bonus, the turbine has a

lower start-up speed, allowing it to produce
electricity at wind speeds as low as 1.7m/s
(38mph), roughly halfthe start-up speed ofa
typical three blade small wind turbine.

The Eco Whisper comes in two sizes; a 6.5

metre diameter that generates up to 20 kW,

and a 3.25 meter diameter that generates up
to 5 kW. The former, intended for the

commercial market, is 21 metres tall, the

latter, which is intended for smaller or resi-

dential needs, is 18 metres tall.
Following two years of development

and testing in Australia, RESA completed
the rst commercial installation in
Tullmarine, Victoria,

Michael Le Mesurier, Business

Development Manager, said: "This turbine is

set to revolutionise small to mediumesize

renewable energy generation, and interest
from industry is already overwhelming,"

For more information go
www.resa,com.au 0

Robots drive hearing
aid improvements

earing aid manufacturer GN ReSound
Hhas chosen robot♥controlled acoustics

holography technology from Briiel &
Kjaer to drive forward improvements.

The technology, known as SONAH

 
(Statistically Optimised Near~ cld Acoustic
Holography), allows for measurements with
arrays smaller than the source, without severe

spatial windowing effects,
- It can operate with irregular arrays and still
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perform spatial FFT calculations
- It can perform conformal ♥ 3D ♥ mapping
0 It allows mapping at lower frequencies

than conventional holography methods.
Poul Kristensen, Senior Acoustic Engineer

at GN ReSound. said: ☜The big challenge in
hearing aids is to have high gain and to have
that, you needto be able to control your
feedback. It's a very small device for gain
that is sometimes up to 80 dB, so you need
many different tools to understand the
feedback patterns."

In hearing aids there are different
vibration-borne feedback patterns, meaning

the small speaker inside generates high
pressure sound that makes the whole device
vibrate. This vibration generates sound and if
the sound path from the speaker to the
output is not insulated you can also have
direct sound feedback. For development
prototypes this is especially important

GN ReSound looked for a solution that
could provide accurate conformal mapping
on the small scale that it required 7 and do so
automatically and unattended.

Mr Kristensen said: "At the time we were
looking for a system it was taking an unpre»
dictable amount of time in research and
design to get the device performance and
gain that we were looking for, because the
feedback pattern is so dif cult to understand

"We had to do a lot of experiments
without seeing the whole picture, so it took
us along time and the time taken wasn't
predictable. We wanted to get into a situation

where things were more predictable, with a
better understanding. so we could be more
professional with better tools, This was oneof
the tools to build up our simulation models
and understanding"

For more details go to www.bksv.com D



 

| Cirrus 'puts brakes on Bugatti noise'
acing cars competing in hill climbs

Rorganised by a famous motoring club
are being prevented from breaching

strict noise controls 7 thanks to
Cirrus Environmental.

The Bugatti Owners' Club uses a Cirrus
CR2245/3 environmental noise monitor to

record noise levels at the club☂s meetings at
on Prescott Hill near Cheltenham.

The monitor is positioned at the point
where is there is likely to be the maximum
acceleration ♥ about80 metres from the start,

It is linked to the venue's timing software
which automatically provides a noise meas-
urement of each vehicle

The club applies a "drive-by" limit of 104
dB(A)r Any car breaching it is subjected to an
individual static halfimetre test, with failing
vehicles banned from competing.

Justin Baker, Cirrus Environmental Sales

Manager, said: ☜The club is very proactive
about avoiding excessive noise levels. Any
cars that exceed the limit don't get to race 7
it☂s as simple as that."

The club, which was formed in 1929 to
promote motor sport and motoring, has been

staging hill climbs at Prescott Hill since 1938r
For more information, go www.cirrus-

environmental.com O
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0 Site acoustic pre-completion testing 0 Notified body
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Name change
at Alan
Saunders
Associates

larke Saunders Associates is the new
name of the acoustic consultancy
practice previously known by the name

ofits founder, Alan Saunders.
Ed Clarke, Technical Director, said: "The

change re ects the rm☂s gradual manage♥
ment transition to ensure continuity of
service and excellence for our many, varied
and highly valued clients.☝

Alan Saunders, aformer chairman of the

Association ofNoise Consultants, who started
the Winchester»based company nearly 20
years ago, continues to work full time at the
practice and remains Managing Director,

For more information go to www.clarke-
saunders.com a

Atkins' 'sound walk'
on the wild side
tkins Acoustics Noise and Vibration

IA☁celebrated World Listening Day on 18
uly with a ☜sound walk" around Aztec

West, Bristol. Starting out for Atkins☂ of ce, 10
Atkins employees and ve members of South

Gloucestershire Council's Environmental
Protection team were guided around the
vicinity by Dan Pope.

Following an introduction to the evolution

ofour auditory sense and some listening
exercises,_the natttral soundscape of the
nearby lake was sampled. Moving onto resi»
dential areas of Patchway and taking in a

woodland walk that ran for a section
alongside the M5 motorway, several stops
were made to analyse what could be heard
and to ll out questionnaires.

Although individual☂s views on highly traf-

cked areas were uniform, results in residential
areas were more varied, with people showing

different levels of tolerance for vehicle noise.
Locations where there was a difference
between participants assessments of the
quality of visual and sonic environments were
those most likely to be assessed as having an
inappropriate soundscape. It was found that
participants' analysis ofthe auditory environ-
ment were surprisingly consistent.

Urban plannerVeronica Barbaro said:
"When out onesite noise is always taken into
account, butit is interesting to focus purely
on the sound environment. You hear things
that you may not necessarily have noticed
before, or you might nd things more
annoying than you thought." a

| DKZ meter's 'Got Talent'

HB Communications supplied

HBrimin☂s Got Talent with a DK-
Technologies DK2 audio and loudness

meter that was used for the show☂s semi- nal
and nal episodes,

Watched by over 11 million viewers, the
2013 nal was one of the UK☂s mostewatched
programmes of the year. Sound director
Robert Edwards entrusted the DKZ meter to

measure the live broadcast stream to check
the programme's integrated LUFS level (the
EBU loudness criteria),

lTV maintains a dual acceptance policy for
programme delivery. which means that
programmes can be delivered with obser-
vance to the traditional +8dBm Peak level or
to >23 LUFS (plus or minus 1 LUFS).

"It is vitally important to know where our
programme sits in relation to these emerging

standards," said Mr Edwards. ☜In the UK we
have very strict delivery standards, and a
correspondingly high level ofcompliance.
Therefore, the development ofpractical skills,
using accurate metering to deal with any new
delivery constraints, is essential to stay ahead
ofthe game.☝ a
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IAC signs
partnership
agreement
with
Amplivox

agreement with audiometry equipment
provider Amplivoxl
The companies describe it as a strategic

business move that will help to expand

Amplivox☁s market presence and complete
lAC Acoustics' offering ofa comprehensive
audiometric testing solution.

Under the agreement, Amplivox will
supply audiometersto IAC Acoustics, for
inclusion as a core component in their

audiology booths.
Steve Sharp. Director ofThird Party

Channels at IAC Acoustics, said: ☜We believe
that Amplivox's products perfectly comple-
ment those in our existing portfolio, and their
inclusion will enable us to deliver more
comprehensive and cost-effective solutions
in the future."

Amplivox and IAC Acoustics have worked
together for a number ofyears, cross-selling
products to individual customers on an inter-
national scale. The new partnership

formalises this arrangement.
For more details go to www.iac-

acoustics.com a

IAC Acoustics has signed a partnership

 



 

Peter Brett acquires Hannah,
Reed and Associates

pendent development and infrastruc-
ture consultancy, has acquired civil and

structural engineering rm Hannah, Reed

and Associates Limited (Hannah-Reed].

The acquisition creates one practice that
provides a comprehensive range of services

to support the planning, design and delivery
of new infrastructure and buildings, It
expands PBA's geographical reach across all

Peter Brett Associates (PEA), an indee UK regions, giving clients access to a broader
network of multidisciplinary teams, PBA
now employs almost 500 people and has a
turnover of £40 million,

PBA adds 85 employees, based in Hannah-
Reed of ces in Oxford, Cambridge, Doncaster
and Glasgow, extending and strengthening
PBA☂s civil and structural engineering teams.
Henry Martin joins as a Partner ofPeter Brett
Associates LLB PeterWoolley, Managing

Director of Hannah-Reed, has been a director

of the practice since 1979, and will continue

to work with PBA as a consultant. Eight
regional directors will continue to lead their
of ce teams

The two rms have worked side♥by-side
on a number of projects, including presti-

gious schemes such as Center Parcs in
Woburn, Key clients of Hannah»Reed include
University ofCambridgc, Center Parcs, Henry

Boot and Taylor Wimpey
For more details go to

wwwpeterbrett.com D

| Temple clinches £1.5 million l-ISZ contract
Leeds. This involves:

awarded a £1.5million contract to provide
environmental services to H52 Ltd.

As part of the contract, Temple/RSK will
assist H82 Ltd in the completion of the
appraisal of sustainability for routes north
from the West Midlands to Manchester and

Temple, together with RSK, has been

consultation events
O Supporting H32 Ltd during

- .ogging consultation issues and responses
- Undertaking environmental appraisals of
scheme re nements

' Supporting H52 Ltd with activities

post-consultation leading to nal
scheme selection.

This is the fourth contractthat has been
awarded under the phase two framework

agreement that was published on 24
December 2012. 0

Penguin Recruitment is a specialist recruitment compa y offering services to the Environmental Ind stry

Acoustic Consultant: London ♥ KP 5580 £25,000+
Aglobal leader in multidisciplinary engineering consultancy is now looking to recruit an experienced

Acoustics Consultant to their London of ce. The successful candidate will be joining a highly

reputable team of acoustics specialists, and will cover a diverse range of projects in environmental,
architectural and industrial elds, Applicants must be suitably quali ed (BSc, MSc, loA), With a
minimum of two years acoustics experience. Working knowledge of software such as CandaA would
be bene cial, and all candidates must have a lull nging licence. In return, you will receive an

outstanding salary and package, With fantastic training opportunities, and the chance for

international travel

Noise and Air Quality Consultant: Manchester ♥AG 5051 219,000+
Our client is a mulli-award Winning organization With over 5,000staff across the globe, and is

urgently seeking is talented Noise and Air Quality Consultant to join their expanding team near
Manchester. You must hold a minimum of a 880 in an Acoustics or Environmental Science related
discipline, have experience of air quality and noise assessments on a commercial level, and have up

to date knowledge of regulations and legislation Duties Will be; acoustic and emissions surveys,
analysing and collating data. and preparing technical reports. T is is an excellent opportunity to excel
yourcareerWith a reputable rm that is renowned for investing time and money into their staff, Our
client is offering a competitive starting salary, exible bene ts package and fast career progression,

Acoustic Engineer: Surrey - KP 5581 E22,000+
We are currently working With a strongly established, UK based, acoustic rm, specialising in
bespoke noise solutions and consultancy services. and they are now looking to recruit an Acoustic
Engineer to their HQ in Surrey. The role will involve assisting With all aspects of project delivery from

product design and development. assessments, SIT, through to product installation, etc. Our client
has a particular focus in mechanical and construction projects, so experience in this are would be
bene cial All applicants should hold a relevant degree or loA Diploma, two+ years experience, and

a driving license,

Acoustics Engineer: Cambridge ♥ AG 5052 222,000+
We are seeking an exceptional Acoustics Engineer to work for an innovative company that designs,
manufactures and supplies acoustic noise control products to the commercial sector. Working within
the consultancy division of the company, you Will be providing technical expertise on design. build
and testing of products for the prestigious client base of the organization, Requirements forthis post
are a degree in acoustics or closely related subject, some working experience in the acoustics
sector, IOA membership, and excellent communication skills. If successful you Will be joining a
dynamic team with a robust support network. Bene ts: Aoompetitive starting salary, bene ts
package, training and development opportunities, etc.

  

Senior Building Acoustician: London ♥ KP 5582 £30,000+
A renowned multidisciplinary consultancy, providing specialist services to the built environment, is

currently looking to hire a SeniorAcoustician to their London branch. Applicants are expected to
have anarchitectural orbuildings focus with at least ve years experience. a BSc/MSc. an loA
Diploma, and Full loA Membership. You Will also have a proven ability to manage a variety of large

scale projects, and a team of specialists This role presents an impressive client base and project

portfolio, along With an impressive starting salary, room for promotion, a variety ofbene ts, and the
support of a friendly and dynamic team.

Environmental Noise Specialist: South West -AG 5053 £25,000+
A UK leading multidisciplinary consultancy is urgently looking to recruit an Environmental Noise
Specialist to work in their head quarters in the South West You need to have a minimum of 3 years

acoustic consultancy experience with a speci c focus on environmental noise assessments, full

membership of the IOA, working knowledge and awareness of regulations in particular ETSU-R♥27,
and have previous experience of using noise modelling software such as MATLAB. The role will
include undenaking Wind farm notse assessments, writing technical reports, acoustic modelling, and

client liaison Once selected you Will receive an excellent starting salary with review after 3 months,
along with an extensive remuneration package including medical cover, dental plan, life insurance
amongst other bene ts.

Trainee Design Engineer♥ Acoustics: West Yorkshire ♥ KP 8883 £18,000+
A UK market leader in Acoustics and Air Movement product designand consultancy is looking to

expand their team by bringing on board a Trainee Desrgn Engineer. Our client is looking for an
enthusiastic and driven candidate With an Acoustics or Engineering BSc/MSc, and a full driving

licence. This role offers exceptional training and development prospects, with a great starting salary,
and a clear route of progression and promotion. The role duties will be highly diverse, and will
incorporate; product design, consultancy, sales, etc.

We have many more vacancies available on our website.
Please refer to www.penguinrecruitment.co.uk.

Penguin Recruitment Ltd operate as both an EmploymenlAgency and an Employment Business

Interested in our current Acoustic job opportunities? Please do not hesitate
to contact, either Amir Gharaati or Kimberley Powell on 01792365000,

or alternatively email amirgharaati@penguinrecruitmentcouk

or kimberley.powell@penguinrecruilmentcouk
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Book W

The Psychophysiecz Eats: Musical
Experiments, Experimental Sentinels, ll84l®-
1191103 (Troms on☁mw ioms: Studies in tribe
History oil §e eimee ornadl Technology)
by Alexandra Hui
Review by Michael Wright, Chairman of the Musical Acoustics Group

on I was asked to review this book, I

Was preparing a presentation on pitch,

temperament and musical intervals for

the Senior Members☂ AGM. This was driven by
my longstanding Views (also shared by many

others in musical composition and perform-

anCE) that the current musical conventions of
twelve tone equal temperament form a severe

impediment to musical creativity both inside

and outside the Western classical convention.
Getting a chance to review this book was like

☜manna from heaven" as i have been long aware

of some ofthe historical arguments on this

subject. These arguments which gathered

ground in the 19m century continue to rage

among musicians today. Whilst ☜equal tempera-
ment" was rarely if ever fully achieved until the

advent of accurate measurements, it was

promoted (almost politically, it seems) as a

means overcome the problem of a twelve tone

scale where the intervals were previously based
upon pure harmonic ratios and repeated over

many octaves. Whilst equal temperament

promised freedoms of musical composition and
performance, many highly regarded performers

these days regard it as a total ☜cop out☝. To

explain further, on the basis ofa Pythagorean
system, a twelve tone scale within an octave
simply cannot be achieved without a micro-

tonal discrepancy or ☜comma☝. It may surprise
many people with interests in music and

acoustics that equal temperament, as we under,

stand it, did not become common practice on
pianos and other xed pitch instruments until
the 20m century.

Alexandra Hui is a historian and classically
trained musician. Her enlightening book
provides a valuable insight into the research of
18th century physicists, psychologists and

newly emerging musicologists. These learned
people considered the musical aesthetics.
acoustics and physics in a number of important
psychophysical studies and experiments under»

taken largely in 19'" century Germany. This was
during a period when the compositional trends
ofWestern ☜classical☝ music (mostly heard by

the more af uent liberal Austro-German
audiences) was undergoing major develop-

ments in form with a new generation of
composers such as Ludwig van Beethoven,
Robert Schumann, Johannes Brahms, Franz
Liszt and Richard Wagner. This was also at a

time when the sounds of non-Western musical
ensembles began to be heard by audiences.

However, unlike today where we can hear all
forms of music in broadcasts and recordings,

music was only heard live at that time by the
performers and audiences. She describes the

work of a number of scientists, musicians,

critics, musicologists and composers of the
period and how they often worked together,

This period of research drew to a close in the
early 20th century with radical changes in

music, experimental psychology and ethnomu-
sicology, and saw the end of work on the
aesthetic dimension of psychophysics.

Hui's book opens with an intriguing insight

referring us to a public lecture psycho-physics

and in sensory perception in 1871 by the

physicist and philosopher, Ernst Mach. He was
perhaps more well♥known to physicists and

acousticians for his work on spark shock-waves
and later on ballistic shock-waves. Mach☁s lecture
questioned whether there was any sonic equiva

lent to the pleasing effect of visual symmetry.
However, after taking his audience through a

series of melodies and chord progressions which
were played from sheet music on a piano in
various mirrored directions, he concluded that
no symmetry exists. Hui then invites the reader

to try out this experiment, Whilst an elementary

knowledge of musical staff notation and access
to a keyboard is a distinct advantage here and

elsewhere in the book. much should be of

interest to those without such facility. More

importantly, a good background knowledge and
appreciation 0f"classical" music over this, the

so-called ☜romantic period☝, is essential in order

to get the best out of this book. However, the
musical examples described and illustrated can
be found on published CDs or even via the

internet on YouTube for those who may be less
familiar with this genre of music and are keen to
explore further.

This book is not for cursory reference. You

need to carefully read through from the start to
really appreciate the range of con icts between

science and idealism that went on at the time.
Alexandra Hui delivers to the reader some real
insight to a period when musical aesthetics and
natural science came together in the

psychophysical study of sound back in 19☁☜
century Germany. She also makes the important
point that from the middle ofthe 19"1 century,
the rising middle class brought about increasing
numbers of German and Austrian concert goers.

Audiences also began to hear the in uences of
new musical rhythms and harmonies as non-

Western musical ensembles began to make their
way to European cities and "classical" music

introduced progressive compositional ideas. At
the same time, leading physicists were preoccu-

pied with understanding the sensory perception

of sound from a psychophysical perspective.

These included Ernst Mach, mentioned above,

and importantly, Hermann Helmholtz, noted for

his work in the physics ofperccption (which

later in uenced musicologists) along with
musical theorists such as Adolchrnhard Marx

and Eduard Hanslick, philosophers such as

Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche. and several

important physiologists, and psychologists.
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Alurnndra Hui

Musical Experiments,
Uperlmental Sounds, I8J0~l9 l0

These learned researchers were all trying
to nd direct and measurable relationships

between physical stimulation and physical
sensation. They incorporated speci c sounds
into their experiments. Alexandra l-lui also
describes the composers such as those indicated
above along with performing musicians such as
Iosefloachim, critics such as Eduard Hanslick,
musicologists, and composers involved in this
rede nition of listening, She identi es a source
of tension for the psychophysicists: the seeming
irreconcilability between the idealist, universal-
izing goals of their science and the increasingly
undeniable historical and cultural contingency
of musical aesthetics. In psychophysics, what is
known as the Weber♥Fechner law combines two
different laws of human perception, Ernst
Heinrich Weber states ☜the justrnoticeable
difference between two stimuli is proportional

to the magnitude of the stimuli" and the later
modi cation by GustavTheodor Fechner states

☜that subjective sensation is proportional to the
logarithm of the stimulus intensity".

This convergence of the respective projects
of the psychophysical study of sound sensation
and the aesthetics ofmusic did not last long By
the beginning of the 20'☜ century, with the
professionalization of such elds as experir
mental psychology and ethnomusicology and
the proliferation of new and different kinds of
music, the aesthetic dimension of

psychophysics began to disappear. l have no
hesitation in recommending this book to all
who hold interest in the history ofWestern
European musical development of the period.
Whilst this book is likely to be of interest to
many who take interest in the [CA Musical
Acoustics Group, i believe this book, which is
very reasonably priced (£23.95), will also be of
interest to quite a few other members too. O
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Inviotus
Portable noise monitoring

From the Environmental Noise Monitoring Experts

To stay up to date email:

sales@cirrus-environmental.com
"Cirrus callus on 01723 891722

Environmental or visit www.cirrus-invictus.com 



WE?

Why no
notes yell
{for Ii©
guide?
was very pleased to see the publication of

[the IOA Good Practice Guide to the

Application of ETSUeR-97 for the

Assessment and Rating ofWind Turbine

Product Nam

 

Noise, The guide should help to encourage a
high standard of professionalism in
renewable energy projects.

The GPG is already used by consultants to
wind developers. by local planning authori»

ties, and by wind energy opponents alike. and
it has the of cial nod of approval, so it is a

great pity that it was published before the
whole issue had been decided.

Page 29 says that ☜more detailed informa♥

tion on topics covered within the guide can
be found in the following separately♥
published guidance notes" 7 these topics

being data collection, data processing and
derivation ofbackground curves, sound

power level data. wind shear, post-comple-
tion measurements, and offshore wind.

The notes do not yet of cially exist. This
means that people trying to follow the
guidance today face the possibility of having

to re-think their ndings when the supple»
mentary guidance notes eventually make
their appearance

It is simply not good enough to say that

we should be following best practice anyway:
we do not know exactly what we are
supposed to know7 yet. 0

Ian Bennett

Acacia Engineering Acoustics

Cirrus Research gains European type
approval or Qp innns meters

irrus Research has obtained Type

☁I Approval to the NF EN 61672-12003

standard from the LNE in France. The

tests carried out on the Optimus are as

speci ed in the NF EN 61672-222003 standard

for the Class 1 versions ofthe Optimus Red

and Optimus Green instruments,

The tests carried out by the LNE look to

exam an instrument against a set of recog-

nised and published standards to ensure that

it meets the performance claims of the
manufacturert The process of Type Approval

provides an independent veri cation from a

recognised national testing organisation that

the product meets the claimed speci cations

These new certi cations in France are in

addition to those already carried out by the

Optimus from the PTB in Germany and

Applus+ in Spain to ensure they are to the

appropriate version of the latest standard for
sound level meters.

The Optimus range of sound level meters

features the Optimus Red and Optimus Green
instruments which can be used for noise

measurement in a variety of settings. The

Optimus Red has been designed for the

measurement of occupational and industrial

hygiene noise, whilst the Optimus Green is
ideal to be used for both environmental and

occupational noise applications.

For more information go to www.cirrusre-

search.co.uk D

New recyclable ceiling
system ronu Armstrong
rmstrong Ceilings has launched an all-

A-i☁n♥one ceiling system which it says has

he highest recycled content available

on the UK market.

Armstrong's new ceiling system
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All the tiles perform acoustically up to

Class A and to ISO 5 for indoor air quality,

as well as featuring up to 87% light
re ectance to minimise the requirement for

  

arti cial light.
The HRC (High Recycled Content) system

comprises its unique Interlude 15 XL2 HRC
grid. which contains up to 63% recycled
content) with MicroLook Dune, Perla and

Optima mineral tiles (containing up to
65% recycled content). All are already
100% recyclable.

The 15mm Interlude grid is part of
Armstrong☁s designer range and is manufac-

tured using steel with high levels of recycled
content. The tiles, a total of 10 in the three

product types, include Perla OP 095 which
recently became the rst mineral tile in the

world to win Cradle to Cradle certi cation
Armstrong has also extended its portfolio

of canopy ceilings with the launch ofa

unique curved system which can be used
either convexly or concavely.

Manufactured from 82% recycled content,

the Optima curved canopy is also highly light
re ective at 87%. It is acoustically designed to
Sound Absorption Class A.

For more details go to
www.armstrong.co.uk D



The microphone {that
'llisilemts with ligh '
sensor developed by scientists at

AfrlNTEF's MiNaLab in Norway gives
icrophones hyper-acute hearing and

a sense of direction.
ICT researcher Matthieu Lacolle, who

emphasised that acoustics scientists had also

contributed to this innovative solution,

explained: "Think of traditional videoconfer-

ence equipment. Several people are sitting

around the table, but the microphone has

been placed where its sound reception is less

than optimal. With technology of this sort, a

microphone will be able to ☁see☂ where the

sound comes from, pick up the voice of the

 

person speaking, and lter out other sources
of noise in the room."

The microphone is packed full of micro

electronics. What makes it special, however, is

an optical position sensor that is no more

than a millimetre in diameter.
The reason for giving a position sensor

such an important role is that a microphone
is completely dependent on a membrane,

which picks up the pressure waves produced
by the sound.

"In principle, a microphone acts like a

drum. You have a membrane that vibrates

when it is impacted by a sound ♥ which is just

'New breakthrough in
hearing protection}

moulded custom hearing protection that

can be supplied within hours and at "a

fraction of the cost of lab-moulded products☝,
Rob Shaddick, Director of Soundguard

Acoustics, the sole UK and Ireland distrib-

utor, said: ☜The versatility of InstaeMold

determines that the NHS can supply ☁swim-
plugs☂ or custom hearing protection in as

little as two hours. The industrial sector can

manage their own inehouse custom hearing
protection programmes and t all their

employees at a fraction of the price and

custom hearing protection can be made on
site at private weekend shooting events,

festivals or motorcycle meetings

][nsta-Mold is a new type ofdirectA ☜lnsta-Mold products can be manufac-

tured and supplied by anyone who has

appropriate ear impression experience or

quali cation. The medical grade, two-part,

hypo-allergenic, 'Insta♥Mold' silicone is direct
moulded into the ear to form a CE certi ed

custom hearing protection product that is
lacquer coated and tted with optional

acoustic lters. With a Single Number Rating
(SNR) ofbetween 20dB and ZQdB and with a

life expectancy of up to four years then they
are well suitedfor most applications. Instar

Mold products include ☁snagvfree☁ safety

leashes and fully traceable options for the

food and drinks industry, and if you are

supplying to the water»sport market then

The Professionals' Choice for Acoustic Consultancy and Material Procurement.

(<7?
I

Custom Audio
Designs Ltd

or,» .,

Sound Testi.
and Reporting. *
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a series ofpressure waves. And then you have
a reference surface in the background.
The distance between these two surfaces
registers the sound. We do this by measuring
light waves from a microscopically small
laser, so we can say that the sensor in micro-

phones actually sees the sound," explained
Mr Lacolle.

The sensor can measure incredibly small
movements, and thus also extremely quiet

sounds. If we make the membrane light
enough, and let it oscillate freely inthe air,

the microphone also becomes directionally
sensitive. "That also tells us where the
sound is coming from," he said, adding that

the membrane is only 100 nanometres
thick, almost 1,000 times thinner than a

human hair.

The technology that makes the micro-
phone so sensitive is based on a combination

of two optical phenomena; interference and
diffraction, both ofwhich are due to the wave
character of light.

"lfwe hold up a CD to the light, we see the
play of colours where it re ects the light. This
happens because light consists ofa spectrum
of wavelengths that the naked eye perceives
as colours, and these wavelengths are
diffracted in different directions," he said.

Another phenomenon that can be utilised
to measure sound is interference, which

occurs when a number ofwaves are superim-

posed on each other, You can observe this

when you stand in a harbour where incoming
waves are re ected by a pier and are super-
imposed on top of the waves that follow them

into the harbour. Complex, apparently
chaotic wave patterns can occur, but so do
standing waves, which don't appear to move
at all.☝ a

Insta-Mold hearing protectors

they oat too!"
For more details ring 0845 653 0233 or

visit www.1nstaMold.co.uk or www.sound-

guard.co.uk a

www.customaudiodesigns.co.uk 01730 269 572
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Gracey & Associates
Sound and Vibration Instrument Hire

ISO 9001 - BSI FS 25913
Setting Hire Standards

Since 1972 Gracey & Associates have been serving our customers from our offices in Chelveston.

After 41 years we have finally outgrown our original offices and are pleased to announce we have now

completed our move to new premises.

Our new contact details are:

Gracey & Associates tel: 01234 708 835

Barn Court fax: 01234 252 332

Shelton Road

Upper Dean e-mail: hire@gracey.com

PE28 ONQ web: www.gracey.com

One thing that hasn☂t changed is our ability to hire and calibrate an extensive range of sound and

vibration meters and accessories, with our usual fast and efficient service.

www.gracey.com

 

INNorson/c- Norl4O ENV Ki Kit
THE package for environmental assessments

      

  

  

     

NarReview 50☁

   - Long Battery Life

- Audio Recording

- Variety of Trigger Methods

- Fully Lockable & Weatherproof

- Double-skinned Windshield

- Measure all Parameters
Simultaneously

  

  

 

   
   

    

 

        

 

   

   

  

I
Package Includes:

- Norsonic l4O SLM inc Stats, LvsT,
Audio Recording, Triggers, F,S & l,

- *New* Nor♥12 l 7 Outdoor Protection
Microphone, Tripod & Cable

- *New* Light-Weight Outdoor Case

- *New* Lithium Batteries - up to 7days per

battery

- *New* NorReview 5.0 - the most advanced

& user-friendly software



ECE☂QRION 67
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MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS ' ' (AUBR'WON

Noise & Vibration

♥ The Professionals☂ Choic

 

Minimised Site Visits

- 20 days continuous noise monitoring in a compact

enclosure

Unquestionable Measurement Integrity

- Type approved to IEC 61672 Class 1

- High performance double layer windshield option

Proven Reliability

- Rion, 70 year pedigree for producing high quality

instrumentation

Unrivalled Simplicity in Data Analysis

- High capacity SD card for data, stored directly in

spreadsheet format

 

Rion NL-52 system

Vibration Compliance Made Easy

- Logs PPV and dominant frequency continuously

In touch with your measurements 24/7

- E♥mail alerts provide instant notification of increased

vibration

Confidence in Measurement Precision

- Compliant with DIN 4150 & DIN 45669 standards

Vibra+ with tri-axial geophone

 
Meeting the needs of the UK☂s Construction and Wind Energy sectors.

For planning and compliance management.

ation co.uk 0 {EB 01908 642846 www.noise-and♥vibration.co.uk | info@p 


